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FORAGE CROPS. 
This report on the growth of forage crops, under the practical farin 
conditions existing in Texas, is published as a record of the successes and 
failures experienced by practical far~riers in handling crops which have 
been new to them in many instances. The facts herein stated are impor- 
tant while many predictions that are made by the coijperative grower as 
to the success or failure of certain crops are printed without our specific 
endorsement, 11-hich must be withheld until such crops have actually 
failed or succeeded. 
The counties in which crops have been grown are given in  connection 
with the postofices, so that the climate and the soil may he better under- 
stood by the reader. The weather map of the State, showing the average 
distribution of the rainfall throughout Texas, is also supplied in order 
that the inflnence of moisture upon the success of the crop may be con- 
sidered. We have been unable to supply those coijperating with us with 
the rain gauges and thermometers necessary for an accurate record of 
the weather conditions existing during the time these crops were grown, 
but in many instances the correspondent describes the weather as accu- 
rately as may be. We hope to improve upon this feature of the work i n  
the near future by supplying a number of weather recording instruments. 
co: 
I 
ADAPTABILITY O F  CROPS TO SOILS 
'ops, and other fi The normal distribution of our grasses, forage ccr ield 
])roducts is an interesting study in ~tself. Just  why a crop succeeds in  
one locality and fails in  another will depend almost solely upon soil, 
temperature, and rainfall. Every plant has a restricted set of conditions 
limiting its rnnge and the possihility of its growth. Rainfall is a very 
mmon controlling factor; where i t  occurs in abundance, the growth of 
ch plants as Red clover, Crimsoll clover, and Indian corn is assured, 
lile, if we test these plants under dry or semi-arid conditions, they fail 
cause their constitlltions demand a larger supply of water than is there 
available. Therefore, no Red clover is grown in this country west of the 
one hundredth meridian, but Alfalfa takes its place because of its hardi- 
ness and drouth resisting qualities. 
An example of the influence of soil upon the distribution of crops is 
easily found in the case of Red clover being supplanted by the Cow pea 
as the Southern, or Gulf States are approached because the physical and 
chemical conditions of the soils of the Gulf States are but little suited 
to Red clover, which delights in porous, calcareons lands. Upon such 
soils, even in the Gulf States, i t  will thrive and lias proven a profitable 
crop in a few restricted localities. Some plants are fond of peculiar 
forms of plant food as, for example, Kentucky Blue grass thrives in  all 
of its splendor upon the soils that have been formed from the Trenton 
ne stone. It delights in lime, phosphates, and good drainage, while 
-4lf;llfa allpears indifTcrent to lil!le mid largely careless of tllc pliosphates. 
I t >  daily food is nitrogen ancl p o t a ~ h  more largeiy than an!- otlier form. : 
Jrelilotus is a great h i e  "(,rank" and ~ ~ l i s  for little else under ordinary 
\rclather conclitions; i t  lias been lino~p-n to thrive upon tlie barest 11me- 
stone rocks n~llere its roots could penetrate throngh the cre~ices  in the 
rock to the moisture Pouncl several feet below the surface. 
TTitll the diversity of soil possessecl by Texas and a range of climatic 
c:onditions t l l i~t  is l i l o~ t  1)uzzling to the visitor in the State, the special 
;~daptal)ility of forage plants is a matter of constant interest. I n  one 
('ounty a plant I$-ill thrive ~vliile i n  an  adjoining section i t  has 110 prac- 
lical value; hence tlie experience of one grower often contradicts the 
cdareful ol)servniions of ,?:lother :~nd ycl; e:+ch lnay I)e correct so far  as his 
linlited olwervatlon estends. 
I n  the cooperatiye esperinients tha t  ha1-e been conducted throughout 
the State for ~e\-era1 years, uncler the snpervision of the Tcsas Esperi- 
](lent Station, i t  lias lwen our illtention to encourage the esl)erimeatal 
gro~~r t l l  of a n ~ u n l ~ e r  of crops tha t  were tllougl~t to be hut poorly suitecl 
to tlle soil and c l i ~ r ~ a t e  of our State. Undcr these circum~tances i t  is not 
to be wonderec! a t  that  some of tlie growers mho were unfamiliar wit11 
the crops in their cllarge l~al-e misnncierstood the objects or purposes for 
I\-lzich tlie s e ~ d  were plaultecl. This seems to ]lave been especially true of 
alfalfa. Tnstcacl of cnttirl$ tlie crop for hay ~vllen the plants vere  bloom- 
ing freely, some of our cooperaiors \mite? and allon-ed seed to form to 
ji~clge of the scetl making capacity of the plant  which, ~ ~ i t h o u t  proper 
~nachinery for I ~ ; ~ r ~ e s t i n g ,  v a s  useless since the yield of seed could not 
I)e determinecl. Colnpt~ra t i~~ely  Pew farmers or stoclclnen raise alfalfa 
for seed bnt as a hay crop, vhich is very profita1,le mliere as mncli as one 
ancl one-half to three tons per acre can he grown annually. For years 
to come i t  will remain an excellent crop for sale upon our marl;ets, since 
Tesas non7 affords n iarge and excellent niarltct for the alfalfa hay grow- 
ers of Coloraclo. 
Failures, as well as ~ILCCCSFCF,  itre herein reportccl, believing that all of 
tlic ~ n a t t e r  131-esentecl has great practical value. I n  some instanceh thc 
cause of the failnre is ol3~-ions; in others, not so clear. One of the fre- 
quent causes leading to the faihlre of manF esperinlcntal crops is found 
in  the precor,c.eired opinion of the grower who laclts fai th i n  the po"il)lc. 
;7clapta?1ilitp of the crop to his soil. I'nder sucli conclitions the grower 
cloes not study the peculiar neecls ancl requirements of the crop under 
his care, which results jn unintentional neglect a t  a critical i~ io i l~ent  in
the life of the plant. This cliflic~!lt~- can 0111~~ be met 11y the clcvcloprnen; 
of a cleeper interest i n  tlle s-LIccess of the espel.imentn1 crops in the care 
of the practical grower. ,111 arailable literature hearing upon tlie crops 
in hand sIl0111d be c a r e f ~ l l y  studied and the facts so pni~iecl should I)e 
adapted, through the goocl ju(1gmeat of the grower, to lo~i l l  c.onclitions. 
,Is an instance of this tli%cult,y, we call attention to 111a11y reports 
receivecl here of a1 falfa crops "dying cluring ~ l u g ~ - r s t  or Septen~her on 
acco~uit of the hot sun," whereas, i n  most of these cases, no clonbt, the 
crop l ~ a d  only reached its periocl of rest and was waiting for fall rains to 
put out a nevi- crop of leaves, which nrould he znnrc or le+ persistent 
througliout the entire ivinter season. I f  not grolvn luider irrigation. 
nlfalfa ~ lsual lp  rests for four or eight meelts cluring the sunliner season 
ljecause of dry, hot weather, though i t  map be stimnlatccl to continuer1 
gron-t11 if kept constantly nionrecl or l~ rnncd  bac.1~ hy stock grazinq upon it. 
R,AIN C:IlhRT FOR TEXAS. 
-4cernve An111rn1 P ~ ~ ~ e i ) ) i l n t i o ~ l  ill Texas from. D rtn Co~ztni~re(l  i i ~  Specirrl Ertllntiia SO. .i. Textrs Section, 
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PIJAY O F  T H E  REPORT. 
~ n t :  names and address of coorerating stockmen and f a r m ~ ~ a  LLIT! 
shown below and a map of Texas (on opposite page) with numbers 
shown corresponcling to the name of the grower as ~ I I o T ~ - I ~  j n  the list. 
Each report is preceded by the map number of the grower, and the 
location of the experiment is also indicated, whenever reported, by the 
abbreviations used to indicate "Central Texas," ('Korth Texas," "West 
Texas," etc. These terms are taken from the "7.7. S. Official Postal 
Guide," and in many instances do not agree with the expressions as used 
11.1 marly persons living in Texas. 
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1. ALFALFA. 
(Jledicayo sativa.) 
This plant is well distributed over all parts of the United States, with 
Pew exceptions, and has been under cultivation for several hundred years. 
The two varieties, the Common and the Turkestan (or Sand) Alfalfa, 
differ very little in appearance, but seed of the latter has given promise 
of greater drouth resisting qualities than the ordinary alfalfa possesses. 
If once sown upon suitable land, the crop grows from the old roots, 
year after year, producing an abundance of very fine hay at  slight cost 
per acre. I ts  season of growth throughout this region is from September 
until July, during which time it  yields a large amount of grazing and 
from one to four cuttings of hay. I f  planted in the fall, care must be 
taken to seed the crop so early that tlie young plants will be well estab- 
lished and toughened before the early frosts endanger their vitality. 
September and October are preferable for fall planting. Spring plant- 
ing is safer and is more generally practiced; February being selected or 
the first part of March in the more northern portion of Texas. 
The land sliould be well prepared and as free from weeds as pos- 
sible. On soils that run together easily, tlie seed may be only har- 
rowed in, but upon light, porous soils they may be covered to a depth of 
two or three inches with safety. I n  very dry localities i t  is safesi to 
plant the seeds in drills one and one-half or two feet apart and cultivate 
the crop lightly during the first season. This often enables the crop to 
grow such a large tap root that i t  can supply the moisture demands of 
the plant during seasons of great dronth. Twenty pounds of seed per 
acre, sown broadcast, is an abundance where land is properly prepared; 
for rough land, sow more seed. Fluctuation in the price of seed show 
that quotations range from six to twelve cents per pound. 
The crop can be used for pasture purposes and is especially prized in 
certain sections for pork production-where the hogs are trained to graze 
upon the crop throughout several months of the year. During the fall 
season, fat  hogs are sonietimes marketed off of Alfalfa fields without the 
use of additional grain. It is claimed that 1000 pounds of pork can be 
produced fro111 each acre so grazed. 
Alfalfa is fast becoming a standard hay throughout the entire west and 
southwesi. I t  sells upon the local markets in Central, Southern, and 
Eastern Texas at from $30.00 to $14.00 per ton at  nearly all seasons of 
the year. I t s  col~zposition i s  pmcticaily i h e  sanze as that of wheat bran. 
All kinds of stoclr are fond of 1,he hap and i t  is eaten with very slight 
waste. It has a very large amount of protein, which, together with its 
high digestibility, ellables i t  to be used as a substitute for grain to a 
large extent upon the stock farnis of the State. During favorable sea- 
sons, betweefi three and four tons per acre have been grown upon the 
inore fertile soils of the State. 
The lower Brazos valley, the fertile blaclr lands of North Texas, and 
certain other regions of smaller area have grown Alfalfa extensively dur- 
ALFALFA: 
ing the past six or eight years, finding a ready nlarltet for the hay and 
bzeaclily inci.ea~ing tlie State's gnnnal production of AlIalfa hay. The 
efforts to grow this crop, herein reported, make valuable contributions to 
our 1cno~1-leclge upon the adaptal~ility of the crop to the several distinct 
soils of our State. 
A11 of ~11e X f a i f a  herein reported wn!: secded in the spring n 
; ~ n d  in  m a n j  cases it was planted too late for best results with or11 
age r~inf t l l l .  In 111e latitude of Kesar ancl Erazoria connties tl 
sllould be germinated not later than Fel~ruary  and as we approacli the 
Intitucle of I k l l a s  and 1;ort n'orth, bIarch is the ideal season for plant- 
ing. Despite the late planting giren many of the lots of seeds reported 
on :lLo~-e the Alfalfa is reportecl as generxlly sucr.essfn1. I n  pas ing  upon 
the merits of _Ilfolfa, it shonlcl be borne in  mind that  the ~vork here 
reported is for ?he first year after spring seeding. TJncler snch conclitions 
we expect o n l j  liglit crops of hay as compared with the second and third 
~ ~ w r ' s g r o ~ ~ t l i  nllcler normal conclitions. 
,o the map ore each o [ L'he number app  f the repol numh~r.  p : ~ q c  4F 1 
( 1 ) J. T. IVEIGHT. A~zson, Jones cozotty (N.  Tes.) .  
Dark, very rich sandy soil, well d r a i n ~ d ,  fine cotton land. Planted Marcll 5 
a ~ ~ d  April 7 ; germinated ;\larch 15 and 141~rjl 15 ; first blooms June 10 ancl Angust 
19: q ~ l a i i t ~ ~  good; quantity good ancl value good, especi;~lly for hog pasture. 
S f a ~ o n  about an  average. Rainfall above 11orma1 up to Allgust 1, and l)elo\v 
nornial afterwards. The very high telnperature of July  and August secm~cl to 
wilt i t  very much : low temperature (20")  of March 23 1;illecl most of PII:x1*cl1 -5 
j)!anting. S o  inbects and no fungocs. Rabbits are our worst enemies; almost 
i i ~ ~ p o ~ s i b l e  to lhise Alfalfa without fencing against the rabbits. 
( 2 )  J. C. FROST. Sc~n A.iztonio, Rexar county (S. Tes.) .  
The seed sent me was "dry land Alfalfa." I'lanted in first week of February. 
180s. Could discover but few plants appearing, which we tl~ought must be 
alfalfa. These fro111 the continued dry weather soon disappeared. The land 
was a loose soil with considerable lime in  it, and v a s  probably not suited to the 
plant, and crop failed for lack of rain to s tar t  crop off. 
( 2 )  R. E. MORRIS. Sun Antonio, Bexar coqrnty (S. Tex.) . 
TTTell pulverized black mesquite (not  waxy) soil, well drained, and well fer- 
tilized with vegetable matter. Previous crop sorghum. Planted April 4, 1898, 
and germinated April 7 (very late planting). Bloomed in  July. Cut August .?, 
about eighteen inches high, and dicl not cut second time, as  i t  did not grow hidl 
enough. Very good yield; quality fair. Value, I cannot say, for I let i t  r e m z n  
standing until the seed ripened, consequently stocli mould not eat it-not having 
had any Alfalfa to eat before. Season t empera t~~re  far below normal; a190 rain- 
fall. 1 beliere Slfalfa \\-ill do some good in this section without irrigation if we 
can bring i t  through the first summer alive. I noficecl today that  some of i t  is 
coming up again, not~vithstancling the rabbits eat the stubble two inches under 
the ground. I saved some seed, ancl will sow again this spring. Will mix and 
sow with oats about first of February, so the drp, high winds will not dry the 
ground out before plants take root. 
( 3 )  P. F. RILEY. Gray, li'nlls corcnty ( C. Tes. ) . 
The land selected was where a garden was planted last year, consequently i t  
mas fertile and in a fine state of cultivation. The land selected is a dark sancly, 
with red clay foundation six inches belon., but of such a nature as to bake. The 
land was turned and thoroughly pulverizecl, and rows laid off eighteen inches apart  
and COT-erecl one and one-half inches deep. Planted on March 26 ; the seed germi- 
nated six days later;  blooms appeared first of June and about the first of August, 
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kt \vlrich tirne I thought i t  hest to  cut in order t o  save the  seed. I cut and 
,hreshed out the sccd, hut could not clean them thoroughly, therefore cannot 
, s t i innt~  the clliantity. It was again blooming in Septnnher. My hogs have 
;ept i t  do\vn since Octol~er 1.5. The rainfall during this season was more than 
I R I ~ R I .  S o  fnngous or i~isect  pests attacked the plants. Fro111 the  histor7 of 
tlf;llfn, I think i t  \volllcl be a hard rnattcr to  mafie a s.r~ccc~ss on niost farms in 
his slnrdy belt. JThat 7l.e call nlliali spots are  a great  pest, and they are  spread- 
1: rapidly. \Vith this escill~tion, th is  certainly \\.onltl he t 1 1 ~  best country for 
.\lfalfa this side of t l ! ~  1'~cc+ \-illlcy. 
) ROB' 
.." 7 "  
Fro. :l. h SIKOT.P, XI~PALFA 
( 4  r. E. WOOD. Lecti~. , ,~, , , ,  . ,., , 2. Tex.) . 
alxalra was planted on \\,ell drained land containing a high per cent. of potash, 
that hail lain out for several years and previously cropped with Irish potatoes; 
fertility, good; the plant came up and grew very rapidly until i t  began t o  bloom, 
a t  \r,liich time i t  was abont one foot high, and did not seed well; was thin during 
the hot weather of July.  a t  ~vhich time i t  died down, thougli the stems of some 
of them mere green. Planted hIarch 5 ,  and germinated three clays la ter ;  blooined 
June 1 and August 15. \Te had nn escessive rain dnriny the first four months, 
acconrl~anied by high temperature, which did considerable damage to  the plant. 
KO insects or  fungous disrasrs xtt,nrkcd the plants. I do not think the  plant 
~ : ~ i t ~ d  to this $ail, which is a black prairie. 
( 3 )  0. C. PHIT,LTPS. Tc?-rell, I inz~,fmn?~ county (N. E. Tex.) .  
Alfalfa planted April 8, and perniinated to  a nice stand April 16; bloomed dune 
2. 011 JPay 25 i t  mas six inches high, and on Junc  10 i t  was eighteen inches 
I 11igI1. yieltling a t  the ra te  of three tons per acre. A par t  of the  Alfalfa died adjnc~ilt to  :I. patch of ,dead cotton. 1 think i t  a fine forage plant, and also ral~rablt. as  a fertilizer where i t  grows snecessfully. 
ALFALFA: 
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( 6 )  J. A. IqIRKPATRICK. Zarlin,  b7a21s county (C. Tex. ) . 
Land was in good condition when planted-on rolling postoak land; no crop 
d last year; poor land. Season was normal; rainfall below norr- '  Thn 
3 and grasshoppers kept i t  eaten d o ~ m  so as to  prevent i t  fror 
ng. 
IliLl. L l l G  
n making 
( 7 ) MRS. KATHARINE HORD. Dallas, Dallas county (N. E. '1ex.l. 
Alfalfa was planted on thin land-a high loam with a rock subsoil-but was 
in good condition. Previous crop, corn, sown with oa,ts. It did well, and is still 
growing. I have one acre in alfalfa, this being i ts  third year. I have cut i t  
five times this season, and it is now growing, and there is a nice pasture for 
my cow. 
( S  ) R. R. CROCICETT. Junction City, Kendall county (C. Tex.). 
I had no ground suitable for sowing the Alfalfa, but I know from experience 
that  it will grow here if watered, and is a valuable crop when i t  is not grown on 
dry land. 
( 9 )  J. 0. FORD. Hollis, Madison county (E. Tex.) . 
Grown on a sandy soil with a clay foundation, well drained and very fertile, 
and had been an  old gin lot some seven or eight years ago. Was planted in 
sweet potatoes last  year, which put  the soil in good condition. Was plowed to a 
depth of eight inches. Planted March 6 ,  germinated April 9 ;  first blooms July 6, 
last blooms August 30. The season was exceptionally good, and the rains came 
just when needed, and about the proper quantity. No insects or fungous diseases 
bothered the plants. I never gathered it ,  but it did well. I t  grew some two or 
three feet high. I tried i t  on my place two diflerent times without success. 
The first time I sowed i t  with oats, but the season was dry, and it died out 
during the summer. 
( 10 ) J. E. CHAMBERS 3. 
soil ; bro' 
7 , - , 7  
ken early 
. I F  1 "  
Xay, Broto~z county (C. Tex.) . 
Planted on deep sandy ; in cotton last year. Land too deep 
for corn to  do well. I plantea tne wlIalra in drills eighteen inches apart and 
cultivated with hoe. Planted on 1/200 acre plot, and the first cutting made 
about ten pounds (one ton per acre),  and the secondgabout the same. After 
cutting i t  twice i t  matured a good crop of seed. Planted April 11; germinated 
. April 16. First  blooms were noticed about June 1. It was from eighteen inches 
to two feet high June 15, when I cut it. I t  made fine hay; horses ate i t  greedily. 
July  20 i t  mas ready to  cut a ~ a i n ,  and yielded about t \ ~ o  tons per acre, and 
qud i ty   as escellent. 
( 11 ) J. E. COX. ,,,,,,,,-land Springs, Williamson county ( C. Tex. ) . 
I'lanted on black sandy soil; broke with eight-inch turning plow ten inches 
deep; planted in drills three feet apar t  March 8 ;  germinated March 12; first 
bloon~s May 8, last blooms July 11. Yield was very poor and quality poor; 
season not as good as  normal; rainfall above normal. 
( 12) R. P. RROOI<S. Bedias, Grimes cownty (E. Tex.) . 
I was much surprised a t  the growth of alfalfa on our uplands. I had been 
told that  i t  would not grow on our uplands, but I find that  i t  grows to the 
extent that,  in my opinion, i t  will be a very profitable crop, and I expect to 
plant it  to  some extent next pear. 
(13) T. D. GIESECRJC. Colunzbin, Brc~,zorin county (S. E. Tex.). 
Planted on black sandy soil. Land plowed deep and well prepared. During 
good years this land will make thirty bushels of corn per acre. Planted April 
14, and gerlninated April 17;  did not bloom. A few seed came up, but died from 
drolith during the latter par t  of September. 
ALFALFA: 
(14) A. R. VOORHEES. Eock Island, Colorado county (S. E. Tex.). 
Planted on land of medium fertility, but in  good condition; previous crop, 
corn. Planted Marc11 1; germinated March 8. Crop attained a height of ten 
to eighteen inches. Few of the bloo~lls ripened during the season; seems 
adapted in growth to  our snndy loam soils. Crops so small no estimate could 
We had suitable weather during the growth of the plants-probstbly more rain 
possibly be formed, but Alfalfa in our neighborhood nlaltes three crops each year. 
than usual during the spring and early summer months. The insects were very 1 destructive. 
I ! (15) W. G. NEJAIS. Rosebud, Palls county (C. Tex.). 
1 Planted on a clay, sandy soil in good condition; previous crop; cotton (pre- 
vious crop not good). Planted March 15 ; germinated to  a good stand April 1 ; 
bloomed July  1. The first cutting was good; rainfall normal. No insects or 
fungous diseases bothered the plant. It grew well and seeded, but it requires 
close watching to get i t  to seed well; then the soil does not sui t  it. 
(10)  H. I<. FOOTE. Cotton Gin, Freestone county (E. Tex.) . 
Planted on dark, sandy, upland loam, April 1. Germinated and a fair  stand 
1 came up and grew nicely until 13th of July, when i t  all  died. 
(17) W. G. HOARD. China flprings, ScLen~zan county (C. Tex.). 
The land for this crop was broken January 1 with a walking plow running 
five inches deep, and afterwards harrowed with a steel harrow; harrowed again 
on March S. After the light rain on August 6, I planted alfalfa (August 9 )  ; 
germinated about the 13th to a perfect stand. Land was in a good pulverized 
state, rather high prairie, red, with some sand, but all  of a rather drouthy 
nature. The previous crop of cotton made about two hundred pouxlds per acre 
last year. Got about 700 pounds this year. Heavy frost on Mareh 20 killed 
fully one-half of the Alfalfa. Fi rs t  blooms appeared 15th of June;  last blooms 
1st of July. I have been living in this country eight years, and will say I 
believe that  out of eight years there has been but two years tha t  there could 
have been more than one cut or full crop. Will say, however, t ha t  ten miles 
west of here, on the Bosque river bottonl, I have seen Alfalfa six inches high 
on the 12th of March. The only crop cut this year was cut on July  20. Will 
say that I hardly think Alfalfa can be made a success without irrigation on this 
land. 1 cut off a few branches on Ju ly  1 which were about five inches high, but 
no good, apparently. 
(IS) C. B. AlcGREGOR. Millican., Braxos county ( C. Tes. ) . 
Planted on new black prairie black land; came up to good stand; grew about 
eighteen inches high and seeded; died down during the dry weather, and has 
never appeared again. Roots look dead, and I believe they are. I have never 
cut it. 
(19) L. F. BROWN. Runge, Karnes county ( S. Tex. ) . . 
Planted March 10, germinated March 16; first blooms May 1, last  blooms 
July 1. Good yield and fine, feed for stock-hogs and horses. Grew about two 
feet high, branched well, and am well pleased with it. 
(20)  J. M7. TYLER. Hunt, Hunt  county (N. E. Tex.) . 
The soil was well pulverized before planting; good drainage; manured with 
well rotted stable manure. The previous crop was sorghum. Very cold and wet 
for several days after planting-very unfavorable to seed germinating, but most 
of the seed came up and did well. Rainfall above normal; minimum tempera- 
ture retarded, and in some instances entirely prevented germination. No 
d~stnictive fungous diseases or insects. 
( 2 )  S. T. PRIEST. Xan Antonio, Bexar county (8.  Tex.) . 
Planted on sandy soil with good drainage. Previous crop cotton, yielding 
about BOO pounds cotton per acre. Planted March 5, germinated March 8 ;  first 
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(21)  G.W.L.SPEAES. . Alto, C'heroliee county (E. Tes. ) . 
Planted on new, rich, clay sandy land in  a good state of cultivation, which 
was not planted last  year. It is n light sandy soil with a yello~v subsoil, under- 
laid with stiff clap twenty-four inches below surface. Planted March 7 ,  germi- 
nated Marc11 12. Grew about twenty-sis inches high, of good quality. The 
stocl; a te  it and seemed to relish it. arid I think i t  will do well in checks where 
the land is very rich and underlaid with clay. The season was more favorable 
than usual, crops of all  1iin:ls doinz well in  this co:nlnnnitv so far as rain \[-a' 
concerned. 
(22)  JNO. IT. IiIRBY. Bz~ttfield, Jeffei-son cotcnty ( S. E. 
Planted March 15, germinated March 22. I3loo111cd about A-il~gnst 1.5. It grew 
from one to  two feet high. 
( 2 3 )  A. I f .  HILL. Hill ,  Bastrop c o ~  
Planted on sandy soil, well pulverized before planting. Last 
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, 2. JAPAN CLOVER. 
led. 
(Lespedeza striata.) 
This is a summer gro~ving plant that  thrives on most of the light soil? 
~unrl  bet~veen the Trinity river and the Carolinas, thronghout the Gulf 
tates. Whether or not  it can he ~ n c c e s ~ f n l l p  cultivated for practical 
arposeg as far  west i n  Tevas as San Antonio. Raco, or  Dallas is  nn- 
norm. Thus  far, mc have not learned that  thc plant has been found 
eQt of the Brazos river a t  any point. It is strictly a Southern forage 
"op and will not thrive north of the latitude of ICentuckp. 
I Scecls have been distrlhuted all over thc South from a n  original ship- ment that  was received a t  Charleston, S. C., sotne years ago. Birds, \~inrl., and all classes of live stocli have been instrumental i n  scattering the ceed westward. Khen thi, plant first makes its appearanre in a community, it is 1ool;crl upon as a small ~ rccd  and canses some discussion on account of its 
' ialirating effect upon horges. Alter  a year or two, this tendency to  sal- I itate disappears and the new clover is  recognized as a valuable forage 
?op to the community. In other instance., progressive stockmen buy 
ie seecls a ~ l d  plant the111 in thc comm~mity,  where seeds have no t  been 
i~tr ibuted 1)y natural means, and these, in turn, are disseminated 
, .L~roughout the soils to  which the plant is sulted by the agencies men- 
$ iior 
P A N  CLO\'I 
or ill(, molqt protectcd soils of partial woodland. Only unhulled seer1 arc . 
no\\ upon the marlrct-the hull enclosing the seed proper, not having 
1 1 ~ ~ 1 1  rtl~~ioved. Usually, a peck to  one-half busllel of seed per acrc 1s 
JAPAN CLOVER: 1 
planted in April or May, and often in March. The pltlnt grows slowly ( 
at  first, but with a fair amount of rainfall i t  will establish itself and 
will ren~ain green through severe drouths until frost. 1 
The tiny violet bloom that occurs during July or August is often over- 
looked, but the plant seeds the land abundantly and the crop of clover 
will repeat itself annually, if soil and seasons are favorable. 
In  many portions of the older States, where the crop has been grown 
and cared for, f~spedeza, or Japan clover, hay is highly prized for all 
classes of stock, and its reclaiming influence upon worn out soils is highly 
appreciated. 
[The number appearing be :fore each I of the reports refers to the map number, page 48.1 
(28) JNO. W. KIRBY. Buttfield, Jefferson cozcnty (S. E. Tex.) . 
Japan clover planted May 13, germinated May 24. Matured about October 25. 
It was planted in  drills about twenty inches apart, and a t  the present time covers 
the ground completely. It i s  about four inches deep. Cannot say about quan- 
tity, quality and value. The season, a s  compared with normal, was wet and hot. 
If it is cut off stock will eat it; would make a good pasture. My opinion is 
tha t  it would be difficult to mow. It may be because the clover i s  too thick on 
the ground. Some of the plants gathered have a head three feet in  diameter. 
(29)  J. D. MILLER. Brookshire, TValler county (S. E. Tex.). 
The condition of soil was good; drainage fa i r ;  well fertilized a t  time of plant- 
ing. Planted April 1, germinated April 11. So far have noticed no blooms, and, 
though plants have made good growth, no satisfactory yield, though the plants 
are  still growing. Season, compared with normal, was unfavorable, and the 
rainfall very unsatisfactory. This plant is unlike other clovers, it has not seeded 
or died down, but  has grown slowly and seems to withstand the heat and drouth, 
and since our late rains seems to  have taken a new growth. It is a beautiful 
plant, of a low, sprouting habit. As to  the val'ue of it, I am not yet ready to 
say, but in  the spring I can tell you more about it. 
( 30 ) M. .&I. GRANTHAM. Erath  county (N. Tex. ) . 
Condition of soil good; physical d ;  previous crop, sorghum ; 
fertility good. Planted February arch 1. Japan clover has 
not so far matured blooms. Firs t  ,., .,, ., ., ,den very, very poor, leaving 
a, few scattered stalks growing on soil in the spring. Can not yet tell as to 
quantity and quality. 
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(31)  W. J. RODGERS. , Polk county (E. Tex.). 
The soil i s  what we call a wet crawfish pine land. It was used as  a horse 
lot, and planted in  the fall of '07 in  turnips. At time of planting clover it was 
in  a good state of cultivation. Planted April 10, germinated April 17, and began 
blooming September 15, and continued to  bloom until frost. Has made abundant 
yield, growing from twelve t o  twenty inches high. I believe i t  t o  be valuable 
for pasturage; horses and cattle devour it greedily. The rainfall the past season 
was far above normal. I think it grows much ranker during a wet season. The 
plants were damaged considerably by inseds  just as  i t  was coming out of the 
ground. Since planting I have noticed clover growing well all over this section 
of the country. I did not know what i t  was or how it originated. It flourishes 
anywhere it is not kept grazed down. 
( 32 ) J. JEAmET. Hoz~ers, Dallas county (N. E. Tes.). 
The soil was in  good shape, and a crop of rye was raised on i t  during the 
previous year. This is a good sandy postoak loam. I planted the seed April 
. 23, and in  eighteen days i t  was all up. There was a lot of moisture in the 
ground, and the plants made a fine growth. d long in August I was looking for 
JAPAN CLOVER: 
blooms, when I noticed a few young sprouts. The clover was fifteen inches high. 
I thought i t  unable to make a second growth. Japan clover i s  by far  the best 
clover I have tried. 
(33) THOMAS GATJLT. Ccnoa, Harris county ( S. E. Tex. ) . 
Japan clover planted on new land previously cropped with sorghum. The land 
is a good, heavy yellow clay, rather sticky. Planted March 15, and germinated 
in about twenty days. First  blooms appeared about the middle of September, 
last bloonis about October 20. The yield was not enough to  cut. The weather 
was very dry. Some few bunches have died during last twenty days. 
(34)  G. W. NELSON. Prairy Dell, Bell county (C. Tex.) . 
The condition of soil a t  time of planting was good; drainage was all  that  could 
be desired; previous crop was cotton. Soil good black prairie; planted about 
the last of March; germinated somewhere in the neighborhood of two meelts later. 
Season as compared with normal was perhaps a little cold. Only a small per 
cent. of the seeds germinated, and their growth was poor, indeed, not attaining 
more than one inch during the entire season, and leaves were minute and yellow. 
After having had fourteen years' experience in Mississippi, I feel justified in 
saying i t  i s  not adapted to our clay lands here. All the weeds and grass were 
killed, and the  crop kept clean. 
( 13 ) T. D. GIESE~ICE. Colun~bia, Braxoria county ( S. E. Teu.) . 
Planted on black land: land plowed, harrowed and well prepared. Planted 
April 7, germinated April 17. Season was hot and dry. Japan clover made a 
j good growth here, and is still growing and green, but has not bloomed yet. 
' (35) J. L. PITTS. Pasadina, Harris county ( S. E. Tex. ) . 
Boil was in fair condition a t  time of planting. Black waxy, with small trace. 
of sand. Previous crop sorghum, and will make about one bale of cotton per 
acre. Planted March 18, germinated March 30. First blooms September 10, 
and matured seed about October 15. This clover has covered the ground solid, 
about six inches deep, and has held a fine green color. The sun did not seem 
to affect it. The spring mas wet and cold, about a month late. May was very 
dry; also July and August. / (36 )  A. I. SHULZ. Iozoa Park, Wichita county (N. Tex.). 
Japan clover was planted March 4, germinated March 10. 
die when damaged by the freeze of ?liIarch 23. They grew fift, 1 look very fine, but hare not bloomed yet. . ~ t s  did nc ; high, an 
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I n  many localities throughout Ollio, I<entucky, Illinois, and Iowa, this 
crop is loolred upon as a mere weed growing 1 3 1  the road sides ancl upon 
ihe railroacl rights of may, without being clisturhecl by any kinds of 
stock. I n  certain portions of the Southern States, especially in the 
I~lack-land prairie regions of Alabama ancl 3Iississippi, where the lime 
rock now and then crops out I'ro711 u l~de r  the worn cotton land, llelilotus 
is Iliglily prized as a forage crop and its growth has been l a r g e l ~  estcr~cled 
within tlie past ten or  fifteen J-c:crs. I n  the Gulf States i t  has shown a 
p e a t  value as a forage plant. Stock soon becolile accustonied to i t  under 
thcse conditions ancl cat i t  freely, but ~ ~ l ~ e n  i t  is first introduced into a 
co~nmunity or on a f a rm its ~ e c u l i a r  odor will for a time prevent stocli 
from tasting it. 
The crop gr! will th  
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rich in  lime, that  ~t astonishes the lanci owner ~ ~ ~ l l o  1s accustomed to 
lxlieve tha t  such land is too poor to grow even ~vccds. '11 con- 
tinuo11sl)- upon such worn lime soils i t  largely restores o their 
o~ ig ina l  state of fertility. 
The crop ~houlcl he grazed only lightly du r i l~g  the t,,, ,,,, of its 
growth, 1)ut after i t  beglns to put  out its second seaqon's foliage it may 
I)e grazed quite lleavilp without clamage ancl n-ill mature seed enough to 
lteep the plant firmly estal~lished. For  hay maliing purposes i t  is rather 
coarse or weedy, though stocli, once accustomerl to it, are Eoncl of i t  ancl 
greedily eat the coarser parts. The  leaves tend to s l~at ter  11-llile brling 
cured into hay, but this can be aroiclecl 11p careful handling. 
The  eeecl are orclinarily so~vn in January  or Ir'cllruary a t  the rate of a 
l~ecli or half bushel per acre ancl are thorouglily harrowccl in. The young 
plant sl~onlcl be protectecl from grazing for several ~veelis until the root 
system 11~1s been sufficiently established to prevent stocli from lxilling 
the young plants out of the ground. The rcl-lorts of its successful growth 
in Texas cover a wide range of territory ancl the trials herein reported 
will donl~tless be read with interest. 
LTl1e number appearing before each of the rc.por.t.s rcfel.9 to the ma], number, p;ge 38.1 
I 2 i  ) Z. PI. TTANCE. 11-aco, JlcI~t:n?bulb county (C. Tes.)  . 
Fei,tile sand was used for pa r t  of the  secd and blaclc land for the  other part. 
'1'11~ sped pla~itecl i n  sand did fine, and ma:le four t o  siu inches growth by June,  
stanc;ing the  drouth r e r p  well. That  planted on black land germinated, but  died 
early, I~efore the  droutll set i n  ( p a r t  of i t  carne Inter ~ v i t l ~ i n  the week).  Plantec! 
in J l ;~r r l i  ; i t  grew s~)lendiclly, branched. ancl nr1in.e not 1,lnnted too thick, mad<* 
bushy plants. T kept al l  g ro~v th  of ~veeds nncl grass don-]) to  head i t ,  a s  I ~vishetl 
t o  see the blooms, and the  yield in a row was fine. but i t  l ~ n s  not bloomed ~ e t .  
T t  \\.;IS killecl down bp the  frost ,  blit roots seem nlil-e yet, ancl I should jntlgt* 
i t  wo111d be valuable. I have a, few seeds saved to  plant  this fall. 
I MELILOTUS OR ROKHARA CLOVER: 
(2 )  BEYJAMIN BNDREWS. San Antonio, Bexar county (S. Tex.) . 
Sandy loam, with porous subsoil; ten years in cultivation; last five years in  
garden truck; last previous crop Irish potatoes; land inariured last five years 
~oitli eight two-horse loads of stable manure, and plowed in with disc plow and 
Alomed by ten tooth harrow; harrowed twice, rolled down; soil very moist. 
'lanted August 20, and germinated August 30. Bokhara clover made growth of 
iglit inches, but was killed by frost on February 12. 
37 ) JOHN CRAM7POlZD. Camel-on, Milam county ( C.  ex. ) . 
I This grew splendidly on Little River bottom land. 
, 
I ( 30) hl. M. GRANTHAM. Drcblin, Eruth cou.nty (N. Tex.) . 
Soil was in good condition a t  time of planting; drainage good and previously 
.opped with sorghum. l'lanted February 28, germinated March 7. Grew froin 
iree to  five and one-half feet high, but did not bloom; made good yield of very 
)or quality and large quantity; value very poor. The growth of this plant was 
:ry fast. Roots very large and deep in the ground, and could not be pulled up. 
,tack of no ltind will eat i t ;  it i s  bitter and has a pungent smell. It stood the 
drouth very well. I cut i t  October 15, and i t  is  late putting out new growth. 
( 2 j  R. E. MORRIS. San Antonio, Bcxar county ( S. Tex.) . 
Soil was finely pillverized and in good season. Black ~nellow soil, rich in  vege- 
table manure; well drained, and previously cropped in  sorghum. Planted April 
24, and germinated April 28. Some of it came, but did not do any good, a s  it 
was too dry. The yield was very slnall, and of poor quality. Stock would not 
eat i t  green or dry, and so far i t  has not bloomed. I do not think Bokhara 
clover will stand this country, as  well as  alfalfa. 
(38) C. W. BAI(J3K. Red Hill, Cuss corcnty (N. E. Tex.). 
Seed planted on deep sandy soil, broken broadcast, and drainage was good. 
The fertility was fine. Planted March 21, germinated April 1;  first blooms June 
1, last blooms September 28; very few bloon~s. ' Matured about October 10; 
yield and quality was good; quantity estimated a t  t ~ v o  tons per acre. The 
season was good and rainfall exceedingly heavy. I consider it a very fine 
variety. 
I ( 3 9 )  JV. H. BOWLBY. Xemp, Kazcfman county (N. E. Tex.). 
The land, previous to planting Bokhara clover, was used a s  a corn patch, mak- 1 ing a t  the rate of sixty bushels per acre. Land is clay and sand mixed, com- 
monly called made dir t ;  land was broke and re-broke; drainage good; land is 
sand with gravel mixed. The clover being put  on hillside is cause of some clay ' being irlixed and land where elover is above the average in  fertility. Planted 
March 20, germinated April 8. It is still growing, but has never bloomed. The 
roots below the earth one and one-half inches i s  much larger than stern above 
ground, penetrating to a considerable depth (sixteen inches to where i t  is  broken 
off in the specimen sent).  Top of root is one and one-half inches in  diameter; 
stock on top of ground one-half inch. My plot of land being so small have no 
way to  tell the yield per acre, but  would guess about four or five tons, a s  it i s  
of heavy growth-some of i t  stands fully four feet eight inches, of a woody stock 
and numerous and heavy branches. Leaves are  not numerous, causing the plant 
to look more like a weed than clover. My stoclr does not seem to  like it, but  
think if i t  will stand the winter stock will ea t  it then. There is a new growth 
of one and one-half inches starting on stem around root. Fi rs t  of season was 
very wet, continuing until summer, when i t  turned dry-so dry tha t  cotton 
/ shedded everything but the bolls. This year has been a remarkable season for 
1 yields in  all  field crops-truck crops neglected for other crops; fall  very favora- ble for growth and gathering of crops. I cannot recommend Rokhara clover a s  I a grazing crop, and it will have to  be sown very thick to make good hay on 
account of the tough woody nature of the stem, although stock may eat i t  after 
they get used to  it. I do not think any ordinary drouth will affect i t  any, a t  
least i t  has been perfectly green a l l  summer, and is still a bright green, and 
seems to be growing. It is putting up new green shoots a t  crown of roots. If 
MELILOTUS OR BOKILARA CLOVER: 
it has  the  proper properties i t  would make a fair  soiling cror 3w could 
cu t  the  root. It i s  simply immense, although a root tested : lred this 
morning seems tender, and  t o  cut  like a turn ip  or beet. 
( 33 )  THOMAS GAULT. Genou, Hurl-is county (S. E. Tex.) . 
Bokhara clover was planted on new land of a heavy black clay texture, 
inclined to be a l i t t le  sticky. Previous crop sweet potatoes. Planted March 16, 
germinated i n  fifteen days after  sowing seed. Matured about the 1st of Septem- 
ber, and  I noticed a few blooms las t  week. Yield was not enougl~ to  cut, the 
weather has  been so very dry  here th is  season. The early pa r t  of the season was 
good, bu t  the  la t te r  pa r t  drouthy. We had no  rain since J u l y  5 t o  wet the 
ground (ninety days ) ,  and  every bunch of th is  clover tlrat came up  has lived 
through th is  dry  season and looks very well now. Some of i t  i s  about twenty 
inches high now, and perfectly green. I cultivated i t  twice with plow and hoe. 
1 set  i n  dri l ls  twenty inches apar t ,  and  the  Bokhara clover loolzs so very mell 
t h a t  I aln i n  hopes it will make a success here. The Inncl i n  which I sowed this 
clover was i n  good condition when sowed, but  a ra in  fell just  after  sowing and 
flooded the  ground for over two days, which injured them some. Sorne of the 
seeds came u p  for the  reason of t h  ain. The stallis 1001; something like 
alfalfa. 
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(40 )  5. 11. BURICETT. ~ r t i s s ,  Etcst land C O I L ? L ~ ~  (N. Tes.) . 
Bokhara clover planted March 15, 5c,u,luated March 26. I t  has failed to show 
any  inclination t o  bloom, and not more than  one per cent. of i t  withstood the 
frost  on March 23, and high winds of March 27 and 28. The yield seems to  be 
good, but  of a rather coarse, woody nature. There was not sulHdent amount t o  
give any  estimate of quant i ty  or  value. I think, however, t h a t  i t  is very promis- 
ing, and  would like t o  continue the  experiments. Wha t  few plants there were 
left neither cold nor \vet nor dry  weather seemed to  hare  any effect on them or 
their  growth. Alfalfa grows much faster, but  i s  very easily affected by dry 
weather, especially in the  la t te r  pa r t  of the  growing season, and alfalfa came 
up t o  good stand. 
( 9 )  J. C. FORD. Hollis, 1JIadison county (E .  Tex.). 
Soil rather sandy, mised with clay;-good drainage and planted in sweet pota- 
toes during the  pas t  season. Quite rich, though not fertilized during past  six 
.or eight years. Planted April  5, germinated April 11. Clover has not so far 
bloonied, but  looks quite vigorous, and  is still green and growing. Seems to  me 
to  be an evergreen. The seasoli was extraordinarily fine, and rain fell just  when 
neeclecl. It i s  my opinion t h a t  th is  variety of clover is too woody and tough to  
be of practical utility. The stallis a r e  three and one-half t o  four feet high. 1 
went ou t  th is  inorning and gave some of i t  t o  my horses and mules, but  they 
would not touch i t ;  I also tendered some to  my Jersey cows. They nibbled i t  a 
little, b u t  ~vou ld  not ea t  i t  t o  do any good. 
( 13)  T. D. CTIESECIIE. Colzhnz bia, flruzoria county ( S. E.  Tex. ) . 
Bokhara clover planted on black sandy land. Land plowed cleep and mell pre- 
pared. J n  favorable years this  land will produce th i r ty  bushels corn per acre. 
PIanted April  7, germinated -4pril 14. A few seeds came up after  rain on 15th 
of May, ancl grew to  height of eighteen inches, hut  died during the la t te r  pa r t  
of September. 
141 ) J. B. TANNER. Hookerville, Bzirleson cou+~fy  (C. Tex.) . 
Land was clean, mellow and well pulverized t o  a depth of six inches; blaclc 
sandy loam prairie soil founclation. Top soil was n collection of soil from lots 
and cow pens, which nlalies i t  very prolific. It h:~s a na tura l  slope and has been 
i n  cultivation three years. F i r s t  pear i t  was c~opped  with oats, second pear 
cotton, third pear corn. Plantecl March 20. This clover soon attained a height 
of  about twelve inches, bu t  only one stalk bloomed and did not mature any seed. 
Planted i n  clrills and  p lo~~vc l  ou t  with sweep. Season nras notcd for excessive 
rajnfall  dul-ing March, April, J lny  and June.  The clover seetnc:l t o  do better in 
a maximum temperature than  i n  a minimum. I have noticed t ha t  cotton died 
on th is  soil the  second year of cultivation. 1 have sold the Innd bnclc of mine, 
which has  been i n  cultivation ten years. I have noticed t hn t  pens. tobacco and 
potatoes died on this soil. I think i t  was on account of rainfall or  subsoil t ha t  
t he  Bokhara clover was a failure. 
I 
4. CRIMSON CLOVER OR CRIMSON TREFOIL. 
I 
(T?ifolizim i n  carnnt un1.) 
I 
I This plant has heen used for inany pears in  portions of Europe as a 
"catcli crop" ancl for green manure ancl has been s~zcoessfully introduced 
I into the Southern portion of the United States, from New Jersey south- 
ward along the Atlantic coast. It is an annual, wit11 showy, crimson 
I blooms, that appear, in this latitude, about the first of April. It is a vigorous, fall and winter growing plant on light soils t h a t  1rnz;e a mod- 
erate arrzount of rainfall during its groving periocl. I Planted in the late summer season or early fall, upon a fir111 reed bed, 1 at the rate of ten pounds or fifteen pounds of seed per acre, will insure 
; a good crop in those portions of the State where this clover will thrive. 
I J t  is also kno~vn as Crimson trefoil, Italian scarlet, ancl as German clover, 
I because of its extensive use in these coluntries. 
[The number appearing hefore each report refers to the map number. pitge 48.1 
( 24 )  HAL IIcFARLAND. l'ylel., Bvzith county (N. E. Tex.) . 
Crimson trefoil was plant sh soil, well brolten and harro~ved and in 
ine condition for a crop; S ~ I L U Y  I U L ~ I ~  wit11 clay subsoil; no lime; rather dis- 
~oserl to be dry and well drained. Planted Septeinber 1, germinated September 
15. Tlle season and rainfall were about normal. -4t this writing, November 1, 
,he plants are up and gro~ving nicely. The frost of October 20 and some showers 
)f rain scelned to be advantageous to this crop. 
(25) L. C. TTiARLICI<. 
Cri~nson trefoil came to a 
31-hether i t  was due to insect 
I (27)  Z. B. VAXCE. Crimson trefoil mas planted on a fer and had been fertilized to a large extt 
1 poor stand; only a few stalks sm.rircd 
:hilclress, 
nd, and c 
,reather, 1 
1Va.c 
.tile sand: 
?nt. Plai 
. the first 
Childress cozirtty (X. IT. Tex.). 
lied soon afterv-ard. Cannot say 
)ut tliinlt i t  was insects. 
'0, ~~1cLennan cozcnty (C. Tes.) . 
v soil previously used as  a. garden, 
lted April 1, germinated April 7 ;  
drouth, and all died later on. 
( 2  ) BESJ-4MIN ANDREIIS. Salz d?ztonio, Bexar cozcnty (S. Tex.). 
Crimson trefoil planted on a sandy loam soil with porous subsoil. Planted 
August 20, germi~lnted August 28. The entire stand was ltilled by the severe 
frost of February 12, after making about s i s  inches growth. 
(10) J. E. CHAMBERS. May, Brozcfz county ( C. Tex. ) . 
The land was an open "sand ruff." Ilanured a little when broken. Planted 
May 2, germinated May 9. I t  came up nicely, but did not grow. It finally a l l  
died out mitllout eyer taking anv s tar t  LO grow. I thinl; perhaps the soil was too 
dr? for i t  to get a start. 
(13) T. D. GIESlWKE. Col~cntbic 
Crimson trefoil planted May i, cal-ile up Ma3 
Ilay, when i t  all died out from drouth. 
Z, Brazori 
T 14, and 
a coztnty (S. E. Tex.) . 
grew nicely until last  of 
( 7 ) MRS. CATHARINE HORD. Dallns, Dal7a !I.). 
Soil was in good condition; well plowed and sowed re put 
in with disc harrow. The soil is thin with lime rock JLLU~ULI .  ~ L U V ~ ,  
during first past of April, germinated some two weeks later. It came up nicely, 
s cozinty 
in oats, 7 
-.-I%--:1 
(N. E. TE 
ivhich we1 
fil----- - 
CRIMSON CLOVER OR CRIMSON TREFOIL:  
and grew a few weeks rather spindling, and died during month of August. T 
was the second time I had tried this clover, each time meeting with the sa 
results. 
(8)  R. 11. CROCKETT. Junction Ci ty ,  Kendall county ( C .  Tex.) 
I think condition in which Crimson trefoil was planted was not good, and nc 
of the seed germinated. 
5. WHITE CLOVER. 
(Trijlolium reyens.) 
This modest plant has been quite well scattered over the pasture lan 
of North Texas and is noticed growing profusely in the spring season 
the yards of the towns and cities situated in  the eastern and southear.. 
ern portion of the State. 
It is excellent for pasture purposes because of its persistent habits, 
though sorne objection has been raised to it on account of its salivating 
effect upon horses grazing upon land containing this clover. However, 
some of the best pasture lands of the United States have this plant as a 
colnponent part of the pasturage, where i t  justifies its existence every 
year by filling in the waste space and providing a nutritious bit of pas- 
turage that is especially appreciated by milk cattle, sheep, and hogs. Its 
period of growth during early spring does not require it to resist drouth 
to any great extent in  many portions of the State where spring rainfall 
is abundant, hence it can be used quite freely in many localities in  the 
northeastern quarter of Texas. 
/ WHITE CLOVER: 1 (39) W. H. BOWLBY. Kemp, Kaufman cownty (N. E. Tex.) . 
I Land previously worked in corn, and was plowed and re-plowed before plant- ing  and ~~a l t ed  of? with land rake before planting. Soil in best possible condi- 
I tion. Soil was a clav loam with a mixture of clav and sand-sand wredorninat- 
ing; makes fine crof of cotton; drninage good. planted March ~ 1 , ~ g e r m i n a t e d  
April 6. Clover came to fine stand, and I was very proud of it. When about 
four or five inches high something began to eat off (possibly rabbits or chickens) 
the plants, and by the 10th of May mas entirely destroyed. No insects or fungous 
I diseases were noticed, although, a s  stated abore, the White clover was destroyed 
by some cause, supposed by me to  be rabbits or chickens, and has not shown up 1 any more. I like the appearance of White closer much better than Bokhara. I. 
notice a growth on my farm tha t  looks like the White clover, but it may be 
Japan clover, as i t  has yellow blooms. I see i t  on stubble land and on turn 
TOWS, but do not know anything of the value thereof. It does not get over six 
inches high, and is of a sprouting nature. 
442) GEO. W. MURRAY. Beaukiss, Willianzson county ( C. Tex. ) . 
White Dutch clover was planted on a good sandy soil April 1, germinated April 
10 to a good stand, but only lived a few weeks. 
(37)  JOHN CRAWFORD. Cameron, dIilam county (C. Tex.) . 
White Dutch clover was planted about the middle of March, but i t  did not 
prove of value, a s  the season was too dry. 
1 (32) J. JEANNET. Sowers, Dallas co.zcnty (N. E. Tex. ) . 
The land is gra.y sandy postoali land. was in good shape a t  time of planting. 
There was plenty of moisture in the ground and the grass was up in  eighteen 
Jsys, and grew nicely for two months. I n  July I noticed little blooms, but it 
:ver seeded. The plants were badly burned by the first of August. I believe 
lis country is too hot for this clovela. 
6. VELVET BEAN. 
(Dolioclt os rnz~ltiflorus.) 
This plant was used in Florida as a p r c h  climber for a number of 
?ars before its value as a forage plant was discovered. Seedmen have 
lvertised i t  very largely within the past five years and me have received 
number of favorable reports concerning its growth i n  different parts 
the State where the conditions have been favorable. We, however, 
~nsider i t  an experimental crop-particularly so, since its late maturing 
ibits have thus far prevented it from ripening seed even when planted 
; early as March in this latitude. The seed are very large and one to 
TO hushels are necessary .lo plant a11 acre broadcast. For drilling one- 
ilf bushel per acre is sufficient. The seed are expensive because a very 
nall portion of Texas and Florida have thus far supplied the seed stores. 
The plant has a wonderful tendency to make vine, but, in  many cases, 
is reported as having resisted drouth remarkably well. It pronlises 
it success in rnany counties of the State and is, therefore, of much interest 
to all who desire x vigorous forage crop or a heavy leguminous plant to 
be turned under for manurial purposes. The reputation of the Velvet 
bean as a "green manure" upon the orange groves of Florida has given it 
" .st place as a crop of t h i ~  character throughout the South. 
.VELVET BEAN: 
( 33 ) THOMAS GAULT. Genoa, Harris county (S. E. Tex.) . 
I received from you one dozen Velvet beans and planted them during the last 
week in  March. They came up in  two weeks. They bloomed about the middle 
of July. Weather was very warm. They set well with beans, but failed to reach 
maturity before frost, which killed the vines. Sonie of them grew twenty feet 
long. The ground seems to  be covered a t  least two feet deep with leaves. 
(40)  J. H. BURKETT. Curtis, Eastland county ( W. Tex.) . 
Velvet beans were planted May 6, and gerininatecl May 1s. They grew very 
\\-ell a t  first; the drouth seemed to  have no effeet on them. They made a dense 
mat of vines, some of the runners being fifteen feet long. First  blooms Septem- 
ber 10, and failed to  mature seed; the severe frost of October 17, which was 
nearly one month earlier than usual, injured them very niuch. They are valua- 
ble as  a fertilizer. 
7. GIANT BEGGAR WEED. 
The reputation of this crop as a forage plant is largely basecl up011 the 
use inade of it in  Alabama, IiIississippi, and Ii'lorida, where it  forms a 
natural growth upon the low sandy soils of that reg.ion. I t  has a rank, 
weed-like growth that prevents stock: from gri~zing i t  so close as to Itill 
i t  and, therefore, under the conditions clescribecl, i t  reproduces itself 
allnually ancl supplies a large volume of feed to the range stoclr that are 
often reported as doing ~vell during the entire winter, if allo~ved to graze 
up011 this plant. See fig. 1, opposite pnge 50. 
The conlmercial seed are not very sure to reproduce themselves. I n  
many cases they fail to germinate. \lThetl~er this is due to over age of 
tlie seed or immaturity, me are unable to judge. 
As a leguniinous crop, i t  is not largely used by those stoclclnen and 
farmers who are familiar with, and can succeed in growing, alfalfa or 
melilotus, but upon some very poor sandy soils i t  is probably the best 
forage crop now available. Its fielcl of successfnl growtli seems to be 
Ihe region soutli of the Ohio river. 
[The number appearing before each report refers to t h e  map  number, p:kge 48.)  
(43) F. IV. BETTE. Boneta, Ctr.ss coz~nty (N. E. Tex.). 
Beggar weed was sown in  a garden spot lnoderately rich of a wet sandy loam 
texture, well pulverized, previously grown in tomatoes, cabbage, etc. Planted 
April 12, germinated April 24. I do not remember date of first blooming, but 
gathered ripe seed September 10. It is still blooming, and will continue to bloon~ 
until  frost, a s  I cut some of i t  back. It is making an abunclant yield, spreading 
and growing, some of it as  high as  eight feet. The season was about normal 
from planting time to  June 1. The season was very dry through the month 
above mentioned. From that  time on, normal. Did not notice effect of minimum 
and masinlum temperature, although this plant failed to do any good until the 
hot weather set in. Odober 1 the worms had made an appearance in this plant, 
eating the seed but not bothering the leaves, and from their appearance a t  pres- 
ent they will develop into a large worm resembling cotton boll worms. Some of 
them are  nearly red, others are nearly black. We know nothing of this plant 
here, but  I think May 1 about the time to sow in  this section owing to the fact 
tha t  it did not grow early. It came up promptly, but did not grow for soine 
time. 
GIANT BEGGAR WEED:  
( 2 )  11. 14. MOZZl<IS. S a n  Antonio, Bexar county (S.  Tes.) .  
Beggar weed was planted i n  a finely pulverize3 mesquite soil well drained and  
pre~riouslj~ cropped with sorghum, and well fertilized with vegetable matter. 
Plalltcd April 4, germinated April 8. Cut  about J u l y  30. 'I'lw plant  was about 
three feet high, and did not bloom. Did not  grow high enough to  cu t  any  more, 
and seemed to  stand the  drouth very well. Made a very good yield, bu t  very 
coarse, \voody stalk, and  of very poor value. Cannot get  cattle or  horses t o  ea t  
i t  green or  c&y. 1 think the  Beggas weed will resist drouth, bu t  do not th ink  i t  
of any value a s  fodder, a s  I could not get  anything t o  ea t  it. The roots a r e  st i l l  
green, and suppose it will colne out  again this  spring. 
(35) C. IT7. BARKR. Red Hills, Cc~ss couwty (N. E. Tex.). 
Land was broken broadcast, bedded and harrowed. Deep sandy soil; drainage 
bod; fert i l i ty good. Planted March 21, germinated April 15. Matured las t  of 
?pteniber. Conlnienced blooming the  15th of Ju ly ,  and  bloomed unt i l  la t te r  p a r t  
August. The yield was good in qual i ty ;  quantity, about three tons per acre. 
ie season was good ; rainfall extraoi.dinarily heavy. The excessive rains axused 
IL to  slloot, but  ciicl not seen1 to  checlz i ts  growth. An1 mell pleased with i t ,  and  
think i t  a very nice variety, and  makes a fine fertilizer. The height i s  about 
eight feet. 
) AUGUST LETZ. Paige, Bastrop county ( C. Tex. ) . 
Beggar weed was planted on a sandy loain soil, previously cropped with cotton 
medium fertility. Planted April 16, and  germinated about a. week later. 
lrst bloon~s July 1, aud  continued bloo~ning a long time. Yield was fair ly 
)od; but  i t  is good for nothing af te r  gett ing old. On the  whole, i t  does not  
linpare favorably with sorghum. It grows too slow a t  the  start-the crab 
grass s ta r t s  ahead, and lteeps ahead. The cold weather lteeps it back, but  dry  
weather has no eilect on i t s  growth. 
( 4 )  ROBT. E. WOOD. Lexington, Lee county (C. Tex.) . 
Beggar weed was planted on a d ry  loam soil, fair ly fertile; previously cropped 
with sorghum. Planted March 10, germinated fourteen days later. The yield 
was not good; the  height was about five and one-half feet. I do not believe t h i s  
plant is suitable for prairie land. 
15) TV. C. DAVIS. Louise, Fa l l s  county ( C. Tes. ) . 
Soil was ~ v r t  a t  time of planting; a black waxy, fair ly fertile and previously 
opped with sorghum. Planted April 20, germinated May 5. It grew very tall, 
~d I thinlc i t  will clo well here. The early season was very wet, but  the  l a t e  
ason \vas very dry. 
( 24 ) El AL McFA RLAKD. Tyler, Smi th  county (N.  E. Tex.). 
I made two plantings of the B e g p r  ~veed--one i n  April  and  one in Map ;  good 
soil, well worked, but  both failed to  germinate;  cause unknown. I do not think 
i t  will succeed here. 
(5 )  0. C. PUILTJIPS. Z'errell, ICaufman cou~zty (N .  E. Tex. ) . 
I planted the Beggar weed, but  corel-ed the  s2eds so deep t h a t  they did not 
come up. 
( 4 6 )  J. N. MILLRR. Cnde, F a v a ~ r o  county (N. E. Tex.). 
Planted April 14, germinatecl April 26; matured well and seeded well. I did  
not gather seeds. I-lad only a few stalks, and did not get  a good s tand on 
account of heavy rains near germination. Beggar weed prows considerably faster  
ng warm mt~sther. It stands drouth well a f te r  gett ing mell rooted. Beggar 
I is 0. I<.  if sown thick broaclcnst, but  if too th in  and i n  dri l l  the  plant  is 
ly and tough. Horses and catt le a r e  very fond of it. It stands drouth well. 
I T. D. GIRSKCRIC. Colunzbin, B ~ a z o ~ i a  county (S .  E. Tex.) . 
lanted on black sandy soil. Land plowed deep and mell prepared. Planted 
GIANT BEGGAR WEED: 
April 7, germinated Xay  15.. B l o ~ : ~ ~ e d  I s t  of September. Yielded about half pint 
of good seed; grew five feet high. On the 20th of August plants canle up. The 
season was hot and dry. 
(47) I. D. JVILSON. Sunnyside, TValler county (S. E. Te: 
Seed planted Ju ly  10 in black sandy land, rich but flat. It grew from fi 
seven feet high. The yield per acre mould be from five to s i s  tons. It is t 
and fine forage for stock. Plowed once; hoed i t  three times. It is 
healthy plant. It is the best on earth for feeding horses and cattle. Q 
from five to  six tons per acre; the value I do not know. 
. 
(36)  A. I. SHU1,Z. Iowa Park, TVichita county (N. 'I 
Giant beggar weed mas planted March 4, but  got killed by frost. Planted 
again April 16 in the garden where I am subirrigating. l'lanted one row of this 
seed so tha t  one end of i t  came close to the tiling. It grew five feet and six 
inches a t  the end near the tiling, and two feet a t  the other. Have not seen a 
bloom so far. I do not know the value of it. 
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(48) JV. H. LACRING. Ran Gabriel, il3ilnm, coun,ty (C. 'I 
The soil was finely pulverized and mellow of a black loamy character; 
age nearly perfect; previous crop cotton. Planted &larch 10, germinated 
17, and matured about Ju ly  1. The yield uras very small, quality not good 
t i ty  small, value poor. I do not think this forage plant will do on my 
perhaps i t  map be due to  the season. 
(49)  J. W. TULER. Hunt, Runt county (N. E. '1 
beggar meed made a yield of good quality on my farm. 
, F. BROWN. Rulzge, lCurncs county (S. '1 
Beggar weed planted March 10, germinated March 16. The cold T 
or ivlal.cn 32 killed all  but  a few plants. None have bloomed so far, or 
Stock all  afraid t o  eat it. 
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(28)  JNO. W. ICIRBY. Buttfield, Jefe~.son  count^^ ( S. E. Tex.) . 
My land is what is commonly called i n  this country clay prairie, very level 
with poor natural drainage, and one year previous to  planting it ,  had been 
plowed into beds th i r ty  feet wide and fixed so that  the snrface water drained 
tolerably well and set in  f rui t  trees. Then early last spring I plowed the land 
again.. Very wet a t  time of planting. It had become so hard that  I could not 
pulverize it. I took a lioe and dug out small patches in  this hard ground and 
sowed the Beggar weed in tha t  and covered then1 with small clods. Planted May 
16, germinated May 2. The pigs kept i t  eaten off close to the ground until near 
the end of July, and it is now October 23, and the plants are  about two feet 
high and has headed and ripened seed. The season was very hot and wet; rain- 
fall mas above normal. I believe the Beggar weed is a valuable forage plant. 9 pigs a t e  it more persistently than they did alfalfa tha t  grew along by the 
side of it. 
(50) E. S. S C H U m l .  Tewtple, Bell count?) ( C. Tex.) . 
The land tha t  Beggar weed was grown on was in very good condition a t  plant- 
ing time. Planted four days after heavy rain very shallokv. Germinated to a 
poor stand, and so far has not bloomed. The stems are \.cry sour. No stock 
will eat it. I do not believe i t  mill do in  this part  of the country, as  i t  is  too 
dry. 
(10)  J. E. CHAMBERS. May, Brown county ( C. Tex. ) . 
Deep "sand ruff" land, broken early. Such land needs no breaking; in  fact, 
it does better without being broken, a s  i t  makes i t  blow worse. Vegetation 
always starts off very slow in the spring, but  i t  is  better later on. Beggar weed 
s tar ts  ofT slow and did better later on. Planted May 2, germinated May 9. 
Fi rs t  seed noticed Ju ly  15. The thickest bunches were cut July  15. It made 
/ GIANT BEGGAR WEED: 
fine, sweet hay. It spreads largely from the roots, and will do to cut every six 
weeks, and it made a t  the rate of about one ton per acre a t  each cutting, and 
I I believe it would make three or four cuttings a year. The stalks I left in the 
I field grew to a height of six or seven feet, and continued to grow steady until  frost. I (51) P. M. JOHNSON. Rich.la~zd Spri~zgs, San Sacha county ( C. Tex. ) . 
Land was in good working order a t  time of planting; black sandy soil; land 
I is fertile, well drained and previously used as a garden and orchard. Planted April 15, germinated April 24; only six or eight plants came and attained a ( height.of about five feet. Insects destroyed the leaves, nothing but the naked stems left a t  this writing. Early part  of the snmmer very dry, plenty of rain ( during June and July, uery little rain during August and September and October. 
I ( 5 2 )  FV. M. KEITL. Gonzales, Gonxalcs county ( S .  Tex.) . Planted March 8, germinated Ifarch 16. Giant Beggar weed stood the frost of March 22 and 23 all right; cultivated April 12 and 30 and on May 11. On May 
I 11 it was four feet hivh but the plants never bloomed until June 11. Seed matured June 25. ~he$ield, I believe, was good, yet the blooms began to fall aff right after blooming; i t  matured splendid seed. I cut i t  first of August, but 
i all  my stock refnse to eat it. 
o. COW OR FIELD PEH~.  
( l i igna catjnng.) 
Some thirty varieties of this crop have been developed by selection, 
differing from each other in the hahits of the vine, the color of the seed, 
and the tendency to bear fruit. Some of the better known varieties are 
tlie JVhippoorwill (or Speckled), which has moderate vine growth, 
matures fairly quickly, and produces a good crop of seed. The Won- 
derful (or Unknown) is a late maturing kind, develops rank vines and, 
under very moist conditions in  this State, fails to mature seed before 
frost. The El-erlasting, haring a red seed, and vigorous vines, produces 
a rather small amount of seed per acre, but tlie plant is self-seeding 
under many condiiions, hence its name. The Clay is a favorite variety 
throughout Ilouisiana and the soils near the Gulf. The Black Eye is a 
fairly early maturing variety and yields a large crop of vines and a 
medium crop of seed. Its white beans are largely used for the table. 
Used as a catch crop, to follow oats, or planted in corn fields during the 
lay-by season, the pea has been proper1;y called the ''Red Clover of the 
South," on account of its great value as a forage plant and its enriching 
effect upon soil. 
TVhetlier or not the crop is a success in Texas depends upon the rain- 
fall of the particular region and the varieties selected. I n  many in- 
stances, our farmers and stockmen hare abandoned the pea for sorgliun~ 
because of the hardiness of the latter, hnt wherever the rainfall will per- 
mit the rine making varieties to be successfnlly grown, the crop should 
continue to be largely grown in Texas. 
Ordinarily, in broadcasting the pea, one and one-half or two bushels of 
seed per acre arc used. When cultivated in drills, one-half of that quan- 
tity of seed is snRicient. Dnrinp seasons when the price of seed is higl-l;, 
the tendency to plant in drills is noticeable, but if the seed are raised 
upon the farni wllere sown, they are commonly planted broadcast except, 
possibly, for a small area planted in  drills for seed purposes. 
[The number appearing before each report refers to the map number, page 48.1 
( a ) -JIiHIPPOORW-ILL YEAS. 
( 2  ) BEXJAJIIN ANDREIT'S. &an Antonio, Bexar cou.nty (S. Tex.). 
Soil heavy clay. well drained, three years from mesquite sod; first cultivation, 
winter oats;  second crop IVonclerful Cow peas; third, rye. Land prepared by 
plowing with disk plow and harrowed twice. The Wonderful Cow peas were fer- 
tilized with ten bushels of wood ashes per acre; land moist and friable. Planted 
March 20, 1808; germinated April 3 ;  first blooms Map lG ; last blooms J'Iay 29; 
first peas ripened June 7 and all ripe by JuIy 2. Second growth, first bloom 
September 11; last  blooms October 25. Firs t  Whippoorwill peas ripened Sep- 
tember 22; second grom-th vines killed by frost October 25 and still had peas on 
vine. Season below normal during the first par t  and above nor~nal  during latter 
pa r t  until  October 2 6 ;  rainfall below normal. During the cold period growth 
was very slo~v, but later in the season very rapid. Vines made good growth and 
made good forage or fertilizer. Yield about eight and one-half bushels of good, 
plump peas. 
COW OR FIEIAD PEAS: 
(25) L. C. WARLICK. Cltildress, Cltildrcss county (N. IT7. 
Whippoorwill peas planted on good land previously cropped in cotton. 
April 9, germinated April 15. Gave very good yield in quality and quan. 
sidering the dry \\?eather. The season was dry and rainfall less than usual. reas 
were bothered sonie with cutworms in early stages. 
( 9 3 )  B. F. P,.LRI<ER. C'ontent, Runnels county (C. Tex.). 
Peas planted May 1, and germinated to  a stand. Yield one-half bushel from 
the seed sent. Quality good, value about one-half cents per 
These seed produced extra well. 
(S4) It. R. CROCRETT. Junctic iTintble county (C. 
pound. 
Tes.) . 
Ground in good condition, rather cold; drainage good; previous crop corn; 
fertility good; planted April 2 and germinated April $1. The yield was good in 
q~lality and quantity. There is no market value here for peas, though the stores 
generally retail them a t  twenty pounds for a dollar. Season normal, rainfall 
slightly below normal. Most of the time the weather was very hot and very dry, 
but as I irrigated them I do not think they were injured by it. Insects did not 
bother the peas, though thep got their share of everything else. 
(10)  J. IT CCIIAMRERS. May, B).ow?t' county (C. Tes.) . 
Peas were planted in a deep sandy soil, second year's ground in cotton, which 
was regular \Vest Texas "sand ruff." I t  absorbs all the water that  falls on it. 
T'lantctl Map 2, germinated May 9. First  blooms June 25, and continued to make 
peas until frost. The yield is enormous though I have not gathered them yet, 
hut T an1 satisfied they will make sixty b~lshels per acre. Early par t  of season 
normal, latter part  above normal; rainfall during the early par t  of the season 
norltial; below norrnal later;  tllasimum and rninimunl temperature had no 
apparcnt effect. 
(85) I?. L. THOMilS. Coree, Icnox county (N. W. Tex.). 
JJand broken dvep and put  in good condition for peas. Planted on wheat stub- 
hle. Land of a lie11 sandy character and in a low place with sufficient moisture 
to germinate tlie peas readily. Planted April 16, and germinated April 27. Fi rs t  
bloorr~s appea~.cltl about the 15th of July  and bloomed on until the dry weather cut 
them off'. Did not n~a tu re  \lrell on acconnt of dry weather and insects. Made 
abollt ten pouncls of well developed peas and put on more, but failed to mature. 
The season was very d ry ;  rainfall very light. Tliey seemed to grow best in hot 
\venther, but tlie dry hot winds setting in soon killed them. Some kind of insects 
1;illed the last 1)loonls or thep tvould have made doubIe the amount of peas. Peas 
received good cnl tivation. 
(86)  ARTHIjlZ A. BEATTERLY. Copperas Cove, Coryell c0.i 
Peas planted on black waxy soil with good drainage and prev 
oats. Plantzed April 25 and germinated to a good stand. E 
splendid, and produced a11 that  the vines could hold up. 
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(60 CITAl1I,ES HODGK Nelsont~ille, Austin county (S. E. Tex.). 
Peas were planted on r iandy soil in good condition and previously 
cropped in  Irish potatoes. . May 11 and germinated May 18. Matured 
last of July  and continued to bloonl until last of June. Made one-half bushel of 
pens of good qualitv from tlie seed F ' son and rainfall about norm ' 
( 8 7 )  GUS TAOK :,iasville, 1 ~ n t y  (N. ' 
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1 (71 ) A. P. \T7RIGET. dlatkis, ,!?an Patricio county (S. Tex.). 
P e ~ s  were planted on a Nueces valley, light loam soil, very porous, and with 
no clifcrent subsoil. It was broken up in the fit11 and no winter rains on it. 
;']anted March 10, germinated March 17; first blooms appeared May 9, and the 
~nt inl~ed to bloonl through the summer, but did not make a pea; grew 
COW OR FIELD YEAS: 
very rank vines. Season about normal throughout growing season, but no winter 
rains, consequently, ten days or two weeks droutli made vegetation suffer. M7hile 
these peas grew well and bloomed well, they made no peas a t  all. A great many 
of the blooms shed off and seemed to  blast. I attribute i t  t o  the dry weather and 
storm during December. 
(15) W. G. NELMS. Rosebud, E'alls county (C. Tex.) . 
Peas were planted May 1 on a good gray clay land, with good drainage, and 
germinated to a good stand. Thc peas matured in July. Yield was extra good- 
fifty or sixty bushels per acre. Season about normal; rainfall about normal. 
The temperature had no perceptible effect upon growth of vines. We are very 
much pleased with them, and I. think with a proper amount of rainfall they 
would return a cash value eqnal, if not ahead, of any crop planted. 
(42) GEO. IT. MURRAY. Beauk;iss, TVilliamson county (C. Tex.). I Deep sandy soil, drainage good, in a good state of cultivation, fourteen years in 
cultivation. Planted April 1, germinated April 5. Matured sixty days after 
blooming and ripened. Yield, quality and quantity good. 
(58)  A. A. GIB 
:as about 
ue to ang pea cror 
Ccntreville, I'rinity county (E .  Tex.) . 
Yield T 
grown i 
Land was in gc tion, but  raw, new ground; but  was a rich sandy soil, 
well drained, but r l i lu  riever been cultivated. Planted April 1, germinated April 
10. Bore last  pl Ju ly  20. vas large and the quality good and 
was equal in vai. n this country. Rainfall was above 
normal. 
.(S9) WM. A. LONG. Dauilla, illlilarn county (C. Tex.). 
Peas planted on a hard sandy land, very flat. From six hills tha t  germinated 
abolit ten pounds of 17ery fine large peas were gathered. 
(43) F. \V. 13ETTS. Marietta, Cuss county (N. E. Tex.) . 
I planted this pea in my corn in April and worked i t  just a s  I worked my 
corn. The yield was good, but no better than other peas. I have saved the seed, 
lion-ever, and mill plant ag rain. 
(90) D. E. McF-4DDIN. , Porle, Harris c o ~ ~ ~ z t y  ( S. E. Tm.) . 
Peas were planted on hog wallow land in the edge of timber land, called black 
waxy, maltes good drainage by bedding and ditching. New land-first crop; fer- 
tile, but no manure. Planted May 13 and germinated to a stand. Some of the 
vines had heavy crops and one hundred and twenty days from first blooms they 
&ill had green vines and green peas. Yield one gallon; season normal; rainfall 
jus t  a s  needed. This report is vall~ablc only t o  show that  these peas do as well 
as above in this section after being eaten do~vn close to the ground a t  first bloom- 
ing time by cattle. 
(59) E. R. TAYLOR. Houston, Harris county (S. E. Tex.). 
Peas planted on a good black loam, previously cropped with potatoes; planted 
X a y  1, germinated in  three days. Good yield and fine quality. 
( 2 )  E. B. MORRIS. Ran Antonio, Bexar county ( S. Tex;) . 
Soil was finely pulverized in good season and rich wit11 vegetable manure. 
Black mesquite, well drained and previously cropped in sorghum. Planted April 
4, germinated April 10. Began blooming in May. Continued to bear peas until 
last  of August, when they all died from the effect of drouth. Yield was good and 
quality and quantity good. Season far  belom normal; rainfall far below normal. 
\Vhippoor~\-ill peas did much better than Black-eye peas; stood the drouth bet- 
ter, made more vines than Black-eyed peas, and they 111acle more peas by far than 
t h e  Black-eyed peas and great deal heavier seed. 
(91) C. 1,. RICE. Floyclada, 8'loyd county ( N .  W. Tex.). 
Soil in good condition, moist and mellow; drainage good, and previously cropped 
I in peanuts. Planted May 10, germinated May 16. Last blooms about October 10. 
, Yield about one gallon from seed sent. Quality good; value not known. I 
, believe this pea will be of value in this country and that  they will yield heavily 
in good seasons. 
I 
(26) 11. E. EVERSIIED. Hendy, Ha~-r is  cot~nty (S. E. Tex.). 
Land used in this test has been in cultivation for ten years as  a garden and 
lias been heavily fertilized. Planted March 9 and germinated March 17. Second 
planting April 15, germinated April 20. There were only a few seeds left for  1 the second planting-producing only six plants. They began to bloom June  1 
and ripen on Sth day of July  and continue to  bloom and ripen until killed by I frost October 20. Three pounds of ripe seed, besides several messes gathered 
i green for eating. They were of good quality. They stood the hot and dry weather well and did not stop blooming and making pods, but just wilted a l i t t le in the heat of the day and appeared a s  fresh a s  ever in the morning. These are superior to  all the large Black-eyed peas-stands drouth and heat better and is a better yiclder. 
I 1 (93)  J.ITT.MANNJXG. Alief, Harris county (S. E. Tex.) . 
Land was planted in sweet potatoes during 1897-producing a good crop. This 1 is a heavy, blacli waxy, rich prairie land, flat and imperfectly drained. It was 
I broke flat with turning plow in January, turned and harrowed again in March, 
bedded in four-foot rows, harrowed and planted June  2. Planted June  2 and 
germinated only five plants. The TVhippoorwill peas were planted a t  the same 
i time and near some of our Black-eyed peas. They received the same cultivation. The Black-eyed peas came to  a good stand and fine growth, but  failed to  bear. The five plants of the FVhippoorwill peas bore until frost-October 27. 
I ( b ) -LARGE BLACK-EYE PEAS. 
( 2  4MIN ANDREWS. Ran Antonio, Bexar county ( S .  Tex.) . 
Peas were planted on a heavy clay loam soil, well drained. Three years from 
mesquite sod. First  crop, winter oats, second, Wonderful Corn peas; third crop, 
rye. Plowed down and-land prepared with disc plow and harrowed with straight- , 
tooth harrow. Wonderful Cow peas were fertilized with ten pounds of mood ashes 
per acre; land moist and friable. Planted April 20, germinated March 31. F i r s t  
blooms May 10, last blooms June 2. Were all ripe by June 10 and vines were 
dead July 1. Yielded about three and one-quarter bushels per acre of good, . 
plump peas. They are worth in the market here about $3.25 per bushel. The - 
rines mere too short to  be of much value a s  forage. 
( 2 )  R. E. MORRIS. #an Antonio, Bexar county ( S .  Tex.) . 
Land was finely pulverized and in good season-black mesquite soil, well ferti- 
lized with vegetable manure and well drained. Previous crop, sorghum. Planted 
April 4 and ger~ninated April 10. Began blooming much earlier than the Whip- 
poorwill. Bloomed and bore peas until Ju ly  30, when the vines began to die, 
and all died within ten days; sorry yield and quality, value medium. Whippoor- 
mill did much better in every way in the drouth country. I think Black-eyed 
peas mill do well in this country if planted March 1. 
I (13) D. A. 1T;"LTOX. Columbia, Braxoria county (8 .  E. Tex.) . Land was well pulverized and well drained; previous crop cotton, fertility medium, planted May 1, germinated May 9. The yield of this crop was good 
I and the quality fine. I think this is one of the most valuable crops for this climate. 
I (94)  R. 31. LESSENER. Hennesy, il!adisoa county (E. Tes. ) . Peas were planted on a fertile soil mixture of sand and black loam and had; been in cllltivation three years; first year planted in corn, then two years in  vegetables. Drainage sufficient. Planted March 11, germinated April 19, matured July 1. Yielded abiindantly, quality fine. The season was too wet a t  first and then too dry for most vegetation. Rainfall was excessive and the weev'il attacked it by April and prevented the crop- from maturing. 
COW OR FIELD PEAS: 
(95)  %. R. TAYLOR. Houston, R a r ~ i s  county (S. E. Tex.) . 
I 
Peas were planted on a good blaclc loam soil; planted May 1, and germinated 
to  a good stand. Black-eye peas always make a good crop here-a good yieli 
and good quality, and are very valuable as  a food and a s  a fertilizer. 
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(96) IT?. H. McLENDON. Fate, ROC~~~(;CLIZ co~~qtty (N. E. Tes.). 
T . ~ ? l d  hail been bedded in the fall previous to planting, rebedded in Februar: 
~lanted the V'hippoorwill peas on April 25 ; germinated &lay 1. First  bloom 
30, last  blooms September 30. On June 11 had one inch ra in;  25t 
ra in;  July  10, one inch rain. This pea yielded about thirty b 
quality extra good, value about thirty dollars per acre. 
( 97 )  C. VAN NESS. 
11, one-ha1 
ushels pe 
nes, Ochillrec cofcnty (N. TT7. Tex.) . 
Soil dry and loose, of a dark s racter, very rich, drainage good and a 
loose porous subsoil. It had becll U, a s  a garden spot. Planted May 10, 
germinated May 13; first blooms June 10 and continued to bloom until September 
10. Matured from July  1 to September 20, when they were killed by frost. 
The quality \\-as of the best; yielded about 215 pounds per acre; value two 
and one-half cents per pound, or about $28.75 per acre. Xnting our ordinary 
season a t  one hundred per cent., the past season \vould not m t c  sisty per cent. 
During Map, cold and dry; during July  and August, hot and dry. Our rainfa11 
i s  always light in this country. The rainfall during the past season was only 
about fifty per cent. of our regular rainfall and about eighty per cent. of the 
rainfall of the latter par t  of the season. There mas no perceptible effect noted 
of the maximum and minimum temperature, and they were not troubled with 
any insects or fungous diseases. The Black-eye pea was the most successful 
experiment I made this year, as, besides making n good harvest, the vines are 
valuable as  a forage plant. 
(10) J. E. CHAMBERS. May, R ~ O L C P L  C O Z ~ I I  t y  (C. Tex.) . 
Tlie'larid used had been broken early and colnpost scattered over the soil, which 
was a deep sand-two and one-half or three feet to the clay. It was six years 
grown in cotton. We'hrLve aef*er seen i t  rain enoagh to malie this land boggy. 
It seems to absorb all the water tha t  falls on i t  without makinq i t  wet. Ilow- 
,ever, corn does not do well on it. Planted >4ay 2, geri~linatcd ?thy 8, matured 
June 1 and yielded at  about the rate of tm-enty-five bushels per acre. The quality 
was fair  and valued about $1.50 per bushel in our market here. 
(9s ) J. W. MURRAY. Alief, HCLI'I-is cou?ttp ( S. E. Tex.) . 
Soil heavy, black waxy prairie, flat and inlproperly drained; planted in sweet 
potatoes last  year;  plowed with tnrning plow and harro~vecl in January;  plowed 
and harrowed again in  March; bedded in four-foot rows and harrowecl and plowed 
down. Planted June 2 and germinated June 12 ; good stand; made very vigorous 
growth and fine quality, but  failed to  bloom. It made a, second gro~vth;  rainfall 
above normal until the 15th of April, below until 25th of Ttlay, above to 20th 
of J u l ) ~  and belo\?- to October 27 ( f ros t ) .  Black-eye pens from some unknown 
cause are, to a large extent, barren in this vicinity, this pear making a large 
growth of vine and as  the stems on which the blooms should appear seeniecl ready 
to put  out blooms they just seemed to blight, while the plants continued a healthy 
growth. 
(26)  H. E. EVERSHED. Henly, Hays cozcnty (E. Tex.). 
I The first planting of Black-eve peas TFRS killed by frost 11zrch 23. Second 
plan- ArJt.4+~~15, germinated kpr i l  20. There mere only a few peas left for 
this second planting, which produced fifteen plants. They began to bloom about 
the 15th of >lay and got ripe about the 1st of July.  There was only one bloom 
on the  plants'by the first of August. The fifteen pouncls produced three pints of 
E peas of fair  quality. 
(99)  S. C. MOORE. Bulen, Galveston county (S. E. Tex.). 
Common corn and cotton was raised on land used for peas. I t  was well ferti- 
lized. Planted April 1 and germinated April 7. Yielded one peck to each row 
of 150 yards. Fair quality. 
COW OR F I E L D  PEAS: ( (24) H. L. McFARLAND. Tyler, S m i t h  county ( N .  E. Tex.) . 
Soil in good condition, sandy with clay subsoil. Planted April 1 and Ju ly  1. 
I made two good crops-planting the first crop the second time. This is thew 
best pea that  we have for this section. The season for 1898 has been good for 
the pea, numerous crops have been good, the blaclc-eye being the standard. I 
would like to continue the experiments if I could be of any service to you. 
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(25)  L. C. TVARLOCI<. Childress, Childress county (N. W. Tex.). 
Peas plant reviously cropped with cott ~ t e d  April 9, 
germinated a is is an  early and good pea- rdy  than the  
\Vhippoorwil 
( 5 6 )  E. T .  HUNTLY. T7ernolz, TF'ilbargcr county (N. Tes.) . 
Soil in good condition and rather poor, with good drainage. Planted June 1, 
germinated June 4, matured in from eight to  ten ~veelis. Yield good, quality 
good, value about two cents per pound. Season below normal, rainfall below 
normal. Grasshoppers did some damage, and a fly which loolcs like what is 
known as  the dirt-dobber, only i t  has yellow wings, did some damage. t h o u ~ h  I
cannot tell just what. Peas do very well in this country. ;his / section for several years become larger and better each ye: us  
I that  the climate is well suited to i t s  growth. 
0 z a 
rown in t 
seems to  
1 ( 83 )  B.F .PARKER.  Content, Itz~nn~els county ( C .  Tex.) . 
Soil was in good condition, previously cropped with cotton and produced about 
three-quarters of a bale per acre. Planted Nay  1, matured about the 1s t  of 
August. Yield about one and one-half per cent. and quality fine, value about 
three cents per pound. Rainfall below normal. The Large Black-eye pea pro- 
duces abundantly here, but the crop was cut short by drouth. I thinlc said pea 
I will prove n success in  this country. 
(54) R. R. CROCICETT. Junction. City,  Ximble county 
As I farm by irrigation, the ground mas in good condition, was orotce with 
a two-horse plow, then opened and seed planted in the furrow. Ground was 
previously cropped in watermelons, soil was rather rich, weather was rather cold 
when planted. Planted March 25, germinated in ten days. Peas came up and 
grew ~vell in a few weeks, then vines turned yello~v and the crop was a failure. 
The ground did not suit  the nea ' " ' ~k had snan beans been on the same land 
they would have made I a good c 
1 (55) 3'. L. THOMAS ~ z t y  ( N .  W .  Tes.). 
Land mas put in gooa conair;ion oy Drealilng twice ana harrowing. The land 
is level and a red, rich sandy soil, land moist and mell prepared. Planted April 
16, germinated April 26. Fi rs t  blooms about the 10th of June and bloomed on 
until last of August, began to mature the first of July.  Made one-half bushel 
of well-developed peas from the seed sent, sold a t  the rate of two dollars per 
bushel. Season dry;  also a light rainfall. Peas seemed to  flo~irish in  hot 
~veatlier and are  not readily damaged by dry weather. Last blooms destroyed 
by insects. Black-eye peas (10 nicely in  this country. 
. E. Tex.) 
.. -7 3 -..- 
(13) T. D. GIESECKE. Golzcm biu, Brn,~oria ( I .  
Peas were planted April 7 on a black, sandy soil, land was ploweu ueep and 
well prepared, germinated April 14 and bloomed 18th of May, clied from drouth 
in June, the season was very hot and dry. One rain May 15. 
I ( 100) ARTEIUR W. BENNETT. Corpus C l~r i s i  i, ATiccces cozinty ( S .  Tex. ) . Blacli-eyc e planted y as  lT7hippoor1vill peas, at 
, yield, adapia 3., IS conel can see no difference. 
same da 
erned, we 
(71) A . P .  I‘. Mathis, Xan Pntricio co?cnty 
Light loam soil in Nueces valley. No winter rains until late-in E , .,, , 
then no heavv or continued rains. Planted March 10, germinated March 
COW (3R FIELD PEAS: 
first blooms appeared May 9. Cannot give the amount of yield, but i t  was only 
fairly good on account of the very dry weather one month after beginning to 
bloom. "-- --- about normal and rainfall about normal during growing season. 
ONES. Lake Charlotte, Chainbers county ( S. E. Tex.) . 
Blac s were planted on a newly cleared piece of sandy loam which is 
pretty llL1l a11u well drained. Planted April 8, germinated May 18. Yield very 
1;ne and abundant; was only worked twice; rainfall during the season was exces- 
sive. I consider the pea of great value. 
(15) TV. G. NELMS. Rosebud, Falls county (C. Tex.) , 
Peas were planted on a gray clay soil, drainage good and previously cropped 
in  cotton. Planted May 1 and germinated to  a good stand. Matured during 
July;  yield, quantity and quality good. Season fine and no effects noticed from 
maximum and minimum temperature. Peas mere badly eaten by weevil. They 
did well here and will be valuable as  a fertilizer and food for stock, and a r e  
readily sold on the market a t  remunerative prices. 
(42)  W. G. MURRAY. Beaukiss, Williamson county (C. Tex.). 
Soil good sandy, well cultivated. Planted April 1, germinated April 10, 
matured about sixty days from blooming. Yield, including quantity and quality, 
good. 
(77) G. G. HOOD. China BPI-ings, AlcLe~t~tan county (C. Tex.) . 
Planted April 19, germinated April 22. Firs t  blooms appeared May 25, anb 
harvested one quart July  6. This is fine as  a table pea. I do not think i t  equals 
the TVhippoorwill pea in production and resistance to  adverse weather conditions. 
The season was not a s  warm as  usual, with less rainfall, and made slow growth 
on account of dry and cold spring, some few lice apparently damaging the peas. 
(102) D. E. EASON. Garrett, Ellis county (N. E. Tex.). 
Rich, black, sandy soil, i n  good condition when planted in peas. Planted 
April 5; germinated April 12; first blooms June 1; last blooms July 30; yield, 
quant.ity and quality good; value fine. This is a good variety. 
( 7 )  JAMES J. EASLEY. Station A, Dallas county (N. E. Tex.) 
Soil was well broken, well pulverized and in good tilth. These peas were planted 
in  my garden spot, which has been used as  a hog lot for several years and was 
very rich and had been broken up several times last fall and winter with small 
turning. plow. Was used as  a garden spot last year. Planted April 15, germi- 
nated April 22. I noticed first blooms about May 20, though they seemed to  have 
some some days previous-judging from the amount of them. First  rain in June. 
Quality was good, but owing to  the heavy and continued rains from June 1 the  
quantity was damaged some. Early season good, but too much rain in June and 
then hot and dry winds. Too much rain during the season made i t  not as good 
as  last season. TVe had heavy rains all  during the month-more than normal. 
Hot, dry winds in June, drying and parching everything. I gathered a pint from 
the second crop of these peas. The season has been much more favorable for 
late, or summer, planting, with only late showers in August and September, and 
the crop seems to  do much better. 
(76) JOHN DIERLAM. Port  Lavaoa, Calhoun county ( S .  Tex.). 
The land used in this test was a prairie sod land, brolten last year and planted 
to cotton. Land was well brolten, harrrowed off and planted. The land was 
good-no fertilizer was used. I plznted some peas that  I bought a t  the same 
time on the same land and I could see no difference in the quantity and quality 
of the yield and I suppose they were the same peas, although I bought these 
from a grocery store for table use. Planted April 27 and germinated in three 
or four days. Firs t  crop matured about 1st of June, made only a small crop; 
second crop the last of July. Last better than first in yield. They were late 
for our section and it turned off too dry. We have tried a few peas several times 
since, but I do not consider tha t  they had a fair trial. We had no rain before 
the middle of June. The last crop was considerably injured by insects. 
COW OR FIELD PEAS: 
( 1 0 3 )  G .  L. BARKER. Jc~clcsonville, Cherolcee county (E. Tes.) . 
The land used was gray, s a n d ~ ,  fresh land of good quality and well drained. 
The land was only tolerably 11-ell preparecl and planted. Planted 5Iarch 15, ger- 
minated March 20, ancl the plants were still full of blooms on the 5th of July. 
No second crop on account of dry weather during sunlmer. Cannot give yield, 
but of good quality and good quantity, value about $1.50 per bushel; season 
about normal; rainfall about normal. These peas are a fine success in this 
county, especially along the creeks and branches. 
! 104)  T. C .  LUTTERLOCIZ. Big  Springs, Bou;ccrd coztnty (3. IV. Tex.) . 
Peas were planted on a deep, sandy, rirgin soil. Soil broke and pulverized, 
well drained and rich. Planted April 14, 1898. Yielded ninety-two hundred per 
cent. increase of peas of good quality, although it seemed affected by a sand 
gtorln which blew several clays a h u t  the time of germination so tha t  the per 
!ent. of increase was diminished some. 
( 13) HARRY XHODES. Colunz bia,, Brc~zoria cotinty ( R .  E. Tes. ) . 
Ylanted April 29 and germinated to good stand May 4. May 12 cultivated 
with four-shorel cultivator; May 19 used double-shovel; May 20 used sixteen-inch 
sweep. Made very rank growth, blooming June 6 and was in full  bloonl June 10. 
First edible June 20;  first matured Ju ly  4. Quality was fine and peas large 
and pods full. No insects bothered the crop. They are the best peas I have ever 
planted. Had some common blacli-eyed peas planted, but not make a s  
fill1 a crop or stand the drouth near so well. 
. RESCUE GRASS. 
l 1 l . m  81-ah*,  albu K I ~ U W I ~  as Schrader's grass, is found in a naturalized 
condition throughout the upper half of Texas pastures, as far v7est as 
ATem Mexico and extending well jnto the Indian Territory on the north. 
I t  is highly prized by the stocltn~en of the eastern Southern States and 
is cultivated bofh for pasturage and for hay. All light loamy soils pro- 
duce 2~ ~bundgnt j/jeId and m~zy be counted on aLq i~ell .wjted to its 
growth. 
It starts early in the fall season from self-sown seed that are dropped 
to the ground in Nay or June before and grows freely throughout the 
fall and winter if a moderate rainfall occurs. As a hardy, nutritious 
grass, easily cultivated and encouraged, it should receive more attention 
at the hands of our stoclmen for developing our winter and early spring 
pastures. It: is closely related to smooth Brome grass, but for Texas con- 
ditions is far superior to this near relative, ltnown to the botanist as 
Rrornus in erm is. 
Rescue grass will thrive when planted with Burr clover upon the soils 
lying east of the one hundredth meridian in Texas and north of the lati- 
tude of San Antonio. The two crops have about the same seasons of 
growth, and both can be followed to advantage by a summer grazing crop 
on the same land. For this purpose, Bermuda, sorghum, or Colorado 
bottom grass are suggested for use as these can be practically Ilandled in 
illis manner. Sol.ghurn, peas or velvet I~eans may be u ~ e d  to  follo\r 
successfully. Sown alone, a bushel of seed per acre should be planted i11 
August or September. In  mixture wit11 Burr clover, one-half bush~l 
will be suficient. Prices of seed range from $1.00 to $3.00 per I~ushel. 
RESCUE GRASS: 
(109) E. C. BUELL. Roanoke, Den.ton cou.nty (N. Tex.). 
Soil black, eastern slope, surface drainage; in cotton last year: planted March 
11 and germinated March 20. Rescue grass grew very well and promised to equal 
English rye grass until i t  got so dry this fall owing to  a regular drouth. It is 
dPad, and, I think, completely. 
(106) F. B. KIMBLE. Chilton, Falls county (C. Tex.). 
Planted same time as Japan clover and on same soil. Planted March 5 and 
germinated March 15. This grass was doing well and I was very anxious to get - 
a start  of it, but my neighbor's hogs got out and they nlust be very fond of it, 
as they ate i t  close to the ground and ruined it, but I can say, however, it is a . 
success in this country or county. My father-in-law has two or three acres and 
says this is the best grass he has ever tried in this countrv. 
10. RED KAFFIR CORN. 
(Sorghu?n. c7~Zpm-e.) 
~ l n l o n g  the non-sweet sorghums, the Bed and White I<aflirs are most 
prominent. Chicken corn, Jeruszlleal corn, JJhol~rrn and Xilo lzzaize are 
the other best known members of this group. 
The Red ICaffir matures more quickly than the White and for this rea- 
1s preferred by some stoclimen whose lallcls rZre situated in a dccid- 
edly dry locality wllere the rainfall is expectecl to estencl over only a few 
weeks of summer. I n  dry countries the yield of either kind of Icaffir 
will exceed that  of corn. I n  Eastern Kansas the average yielcl per acre, 
for seven years, for ltecl Iisfir was fifty-five bushels, IT-liile the yield of 
Indian corn 1 ~ ~ ~ s  oidy thirty-nine bushels, accorcling to the reports of 
Prof. Georgeson. iinother important factor demonstrated 1): Georgeson 
of the lTallsas Station was that  for feecling pl~rposes (to steers) I<affir 
meal is almost as goocl as corn rileal, pound for pound. Steers,were fed 
equal alliounts of Cecl Icaffir, JThite Kaffir, and Tndian corn. ancl only 
slight differences in gains were observed when fed these distinct rations. 
The  crop is sorrlet~mes sown for pasturage in  this State and in this 
case is allowed to grow up  to half its full height before turning ~ t o c k  
on it. For  this purpose i t  n ~ a y  be drilled or may 11e hronctcasted. Usu- 
ally, liowever, it is planted in  drills and cultivated as corn is for the pro- 
cluction of its seed ancl fodder. 
Throughout the henvj- rainfall belts of Texas, I<aifir corn is often a 
failure on account of the snlall insects that  fl.equent the blooming heacls 
and that  appear to destroy the pollen, resulting in "blasting" the crop 
of seed. No remedies have yet been suggested for illis trouble. 
LThe number :~ppe:~ring before eac l~  report refers to  t h e  map number. page 4S.1 
(61)  TT7. T. BIRIIHEAD. Big Sp~.i~zgs, Hozcal-rl county (S. IT-. Tes.) . 
Grown on a sandy loam with natural drainage. Previous crop Jerusalem corn. 
Planted April 11 and germinated April 10. Matured about June 10. Inclic;~ted 
yieId about thirty busllels per acre, well headed and sound. I 100li upon it as 
the equal of Indian corn for stocli and poultry food. The season was r :~ t l~e r  
below normal. Insects and fungous pests in this climate very numerous ant1 very 
destructive, rendering i t  almost impossible to grow success full^^ a p e a t  111n1iy 
varieties of field crops. Red I<afir corn appears to be freer from attacks of these 
pests than anything I hare tried. White milo maize was planted on the same 
day on tlie same 1;incl of soil and received the same cultivation, but failcd to 
head. 
(62)  J. J. KELT. Rice, Aiavar~-o G O I L ~ ~ ~  (S. E. Tes.). 
Planted April. 1. Yield was rery poor; some of the lieads hail no seeds, nntl, 
while three-fourths of the heads had the appearance of being blighted, I do not  
think, from my limited observation, tha t  the Red Raffir corn equals the \T7hite in 
productiveness or in any other quality in this climate. 
(12)  R. T. BROOI<S. Redias, G ' I - ~ J I I ~ S  cort?zty (E. Tes. \ . 
Land ~vel l  plowed and pulverized, nearly level, very fertile and had not 1)een 
cultivated for several years. Planted April 10, germinated April 25. Entire crop 
was destroyed by chinch bugs. 
I R E D  IChm-IR cons: 
1 (11) J. E. COX. Soutlterland Springs, TYilso~t cou~zty (S. Tex.) . 
7 
I Gro\vn on blacli sandy mesquite land, rather dronthy, broke with eight-inch 
t~ rn ing~p lon- .  running ten inches deep. Planted in drills three and one-half feet 
apart, ~ i x  inches apart  in the drill. Planted March 8, germinated to a good stand 
on the 14tl1, instant. Matured July  25. Yielded a t  the rate of twenty-five bush- 
els per acre. Quality good and value estimated a t  seventy-five cents per bushel. 
The season mas about normal. The red and black weevils are very destructive 
to Icaffik corn in this climate. 
1 ( 4 6 )  J .  31. 3IILLSER. Cade, Xavavro county ( N. E. Tex. ) . 
Grown on lnncl previously cropped with oats. Soil broken \\~ith eight-inch 
turning plonr. running four inches deep, harrowed and bedded a t  once, drainage 
good. Planted -4pril 14, germinated April 24. Did not mature will on account 
of drouth in July. Yield good, considering drouth. Allow me to  say tha t  I 
prefer Red Iiaffir corn to the Vihite. Rainfall was rather heavy during the early 
part of the season. 
I 
i 63)  n-. c:. JICDASIEL. IClcGrego~-, dlcLc?tnan cour~ty (C. Tex.) . 
Soil mas in fine t i l th ;  drainage good, and previously cropped in cotton. 
Planted 3Iarch 9. germinated March 10, matured late. IZaffir corn was very I pronlising until i t  was nearly ripe, when i t  seemed to blight. I think if tho corn can be kept from blighting i t  is  a good crop, especially if a person has 3 
, nlachine for cutting-then the cost of gathering would be small. 
i ( 5 )  0. C. PHILLIPS. Terrell, ICazrfman county (N. E. Tex.) . Kaffir corn planted April 8, germinated April 12, niatured Ju ly  25. Thinned to one or two stalks every eighteen inches. Each stalk matured a good head. 
f After cutting the first heads, i t  suckered a number of small heads, but the chinch- bugs reduced these heads. Will plant this crop another year. ( 6 4 )  F. A. 1,OOSEI-. Wharton, Wharton county (S. E. Tex.). 
Soil in good condition, well cultivated, good drainage, previously cropped in  
cotton, manured the soil which is as  good in production as  any in the county. 
Planted February S. matured late. First  blooms about May 1, last  blooms June 
12; yield splendid, quality very good and abundant quantity. I fed i t  all a s  z 
green forage. I l~elieve tha t  i t  would yield profitably in this county. 
I ( 65 ) CHARLES FORDTRAN. Fayetteville, Il'ayette cour~ty (C .  Tes.) . Land broken up in the f i l l ;  pulverized with disc harrow and laid off into beds 
with middle brealter. Soil loose black, well drained and very fertile. Previous 
crop cotton. Planted April 1 ;  germinated April 12; first tassel noted in Ju ly ;  
last in October-did not yield one seed. Season was dry. I attribute the non- 
production of seed to the hot dry weather, accompanied by high winds and insects. 
There seemed to he a sweet sticky substance to a t t ract  the insects. Sorghum also 
failed to produce seed here this year, though did not have as  many insects on 
the heads. -4l)out the 15 of Ju ly  we had a good rain; i t  put  out new shoots and 
11d have made seeds if we had had another rain, which has not fallen up to  
date. A heavy frost fell on the night of October 20. The stalks seemed 
le very short-none of the111 o ~ ~ e r  four and one-half feet. 
) IT-. C. DAT-IS. Louise, Falls county (C .  Tes.). 
'lanted on black waxy soil with good drainage; previously mopped lvith 
:hum. Planted April 18, germinated April 25 ; matured about September 1 ; 
d good; early season \\*as wet; late season very dry. Average temperature 
- high for this country. 
ROBERT E. ITOOD. Lexington, Lee county ( C. Tex. ) . 
lnnted on land previously cropped in cotton; good fcrtility; yielded about 
half bale per acre. Pla~i ted March 14, germinated March 11. Firs t  blooms 
eared about May 7 .  Yield very poor, blasted like all  sorghuni; covered with 
~sects. Season al~ove norrnal for the first four months, then below normal; an 
rcess of rainfall: temper.:tt~~].e very high; a little white louse covered the seed 
?ads. 
RED ICAFE'IR CORN: I 
( 6 ) J. A. IClRKPd TRICK. Marlin, b'alls cotrlr ty ( C. Tes.) . I 
The land in this test was not cultivated last  year. I put tlie land in good 
condition before planting. Light, sandy postoak land, high and rolling. Planted 1 
about the first of April and yield was very good, though I ciici not measure it. 
(66 ) N. P. GRXGG. iYu?-sery, I'ictoria coultty ( C. Tex. ) . 
Planted Kaffir corn May 1 ; almost a complete failure. 
( G T )  D. J. THOMAS. G'liddin, Colo?.ndo county (S. E. Tes.) . 
On March 1, 1898, Kaffir corn was broadcasted and afterwards bedded into rows 
three feet apart. The rows were drained to the south-running north and south. 
7 planted millet on the same land last  pear which yielded abundantly; owing 
t o  the drouth the yield was not what i t  otherwise would have been. The birds 
des~roped then1 21s fast a s  they ripened, hence I failed to save nlore than a quart 
oi seed. 
(4;Sj S A l l  1~0~s .  Uevine, llf edivta county (S. Tex. ) . 
.ICail-;r cor11 was planted on a loose soil, very moist, drainage good. Planted on  
IInrch 2 and germinated on March 9 ;  bloomed June 23 and niatured about July 
19. Thc yield was very fine arid consisted of three crops. The corn was the 
finest I ever saw and thc harvest very large-two to three heads to one stalk. 
Doves and ants  were injurious. 
( 69 ) CHARLES HODGE. Nelsonuille, Austin county ( S. E. Tex.) . 
Soil was in good condition when planted; a fertile blacli prairie land; good: 
previously cropped in cotton ; planted March 9 ; germinated ,\!tarch 24 ; bloomed 
about first of Jnue;  yield good; corn stalks five to six feet high; tender ant1 
, 
brittle. I 
(70) H. 1,. GRIGGS. LLZoarado, Johnson county (N. Tex.). 
Tiand was previously cropped in oats ; was broken in tlie suninler and again in 
the fall and \\-as in  fine condition when planted; black waxy, underlaid wit11 
gravel nrhich \\rill n1;tke sixty bushels oats per acre nearly every year. Kaffir corn , 
grew about seven feet high; made one large, well matured head on each stalk. 
sr~ialler heads blasted. 1 
(71)  A. P. WRIGHT. :I1 a t  his: San Pati-icio cozcntp ( S. Tes.) . 
Land had been plo\ved in the fall; no wintxr rains; light loam Nueces Valley, I 
subsoil same as  surface. The only rain sufficient to sta1.t crops was on January , 12. Planted Marcli 10 and gerniinated March 17. I lost this crop by a horse 
getting into it and eating i t  down. I t  was very promising. I raised an  acre in 
1897 which was very fine and conclude generally tha t  i t  is a success here. 
(72)  JOlTN A. YOUNG. I'rai,rie Hill, Linzestone county (C. Tex.) . 
Gravelly black soil; well drained to the sonth and east; previously used as 
garden spot;  soil medium. Planted February 27 in  rows four feet apart  and 
eighteen inches in the drill. I t  all germinated by Marcli 10; matured July 1: 
began to head May 7; suffered from both cold and dl.out11. Pieldcd about forty 
bushels per acre. Quality good; the season was very unfavorable. 
(35) J. L. PITTS. I-'a.sadina, JICLI-I'~S county ( S. R. Tex. ) . 
The soil was in fine condition, black waxy with a slight trace of sand; pre- 
vious crop sorghun~. Planted Raffir corn March 22, germinated April 4 :  grew 
five feet high; yielded a good crop of fodder of fine quality. This land will yield 
about one bale of cotton per acre under favorable conditions. 
(73)  I?. L. MA1ZTJN. Chillicothe, H(trrlet1ialz cozi~tty (S. Tes.) . 
Grown on a red sandy loam near valley and n'anderers creek. which is a 
typical ~vlieat land, with a Panhandle loam fi'o1n six to eight inches cleel), uncler- 
laid with a compact clay which is almost impci.rious to \ ~ a t e r .  IAancl was culti- ' 
vated in \vheat last year; broke eight to nine inches deep in J u n e ;  pulve~.ized 
I 
RED KAFFIR CORR: 
with drag harrow and ~ v a s  loose and treated with good supply of manure when 
planted in  listfir corn. Planted April 13 in rows three and one-half feet wide 
and eighteen inches in the drill. Germinated April 20; first blooms about Ju ly  
5 .  The heads inatured well but were rather small compared to  the Icaffir corn 
grown here for the last few years; quality fine; inclined to suclter and suckers 
made very little corn on account of drouth; cu t  with a McCornlick harvester; 
estimated yield about two tons per acre; value in this market from three to five 
dollars per ton. During growing season we had less rain than usual;  it only 
rained on May 2, and a week's rain during early pa r t  of June, and no other until 
crop was harvested. Crop suffered from drouth after blooms. The cold nights 
in April and May served to retard growth; hot winds in  June  and Ju ly  had bad 
effects, although affected less than sorghum or other field crops. The chinchbugs 
injured i t  some during the hot days. 
(74) El. M. GLASS. Post Oak, Jack county (N. Tex.) . 
Broke with turning ploiv in the winter and harrowed until pulverized; has 
good drainage and WRS planted in corn during previous year. It is a light sandy 
l n a m  nf medium fertility; planted April 8 and germinated April 16; yielded 
lfteen pounds of seed. Did not get a good stand. Cultivated three times 
cultivator. Like i t  very nlucll and will plant again next year. 
E. L. IIUTCHIKS. Alvin, Braxoria county (S. E. Tex.) . 
y ~ a n t e d  on a black sandy soil of moderate fertility, and fertilized with barn- 
yard manure. Planted April S and germinated April 13. The yield was enormous 
and of first-class quality. 
(76) JOHN DII",RMAS. IJot.t Lavnca, Calhour~ county (S. Tex.) . 
Land was well broken pl.airie sod; broken last  year and planted in cotton; well 
drained; rather dry when planted, about April 27; germinated about ten days 
later. IIeaded out during first of August, but no seeds matured. During Sep- 
tember i t  put out n1oi.e side heads but did not mature a seed. Season about 
normal. I found upon close examination a large brown bug wit11 a very disagree- 
able odor was sucking the seeds while in  the milky stage, which was, I suppose, 
the cause of the first crop not maturing, although 1 found no bugs on them. 
I think if the bugs had not destroyed the heads I would have liad quite a lot of 
seed from the number of heads put out. I will t r y  i t  again another year a s  I 
consider i t  a \-alltable food for poultry. 
(77) G. G. HOOD. C'hi~ia Xprings, d l  cLeqlnan cofc~zty ( C. Tex. ) . 
Kaffir corn was planted on the same ground and by the side of alfalfa;  planted 
on March 9 ;  germinated March 13; seed had germinated and sprouted in four 
days and by the 19th was nearly all up. Had been very warn1 from time of 
planting until March 20, when a very cold norther set in, freezing on the night 
of the 20th and killing i t  all down to the ground. Some died out-probably 
one-tenth. Tool< i t  some time to s tar t  t,o growing again. The first bloonis about 
the 28rd of June;  last  about July  6 ;  harvested on the 8th day of August. J 
fiathered 175 heads and threshed out t\venty-seven and one-half pounds; for forage 
it is ~ ~ l u e d  a t  about six dollars per ton here. Tile season was below normal, 
rainfall below normal. The Raffir corn was very lousy with something like the 
cotton louse covering the heads. There was more or less blight on the first heads. 
I think i t  was caused by the continued dry and cold weather during April and 
May. I think lour ancl one-half feet would be full height of highest stalk. Our 
highest cosn here this year was not over iive and one-half feet high. 
(46 )  ,T. N. MILLKlt. BI-ookshi~e ,  I\Tnlle~- county (S. E. Tex.). 
The condition of the soil was good a t  time of planting. Light sandy land, easy 
to pack a t  time of planting. Ylantrd in beds about t~velve by fifteen feet, ditches 
on every side; well drained and fertilized with nearly fresh manure. Good piece 
of lanil. TVas second .ear's I.aw prairie land, and clay is froin one foot to 
eighteen inches below the surface. Planted ~ , ~ R I . c \ I  10, germinated March 1 7 ;  
matnrity was very poor; seelned to blast all the blooms; a few heads blooming 
later matured very well. The suc1;ers or sprouting crop did not mature. The 
RED KAFFIR CORN: I 
quality of those tha t  did rilature did well--developing heads about trn inches I 
long. The season here in this illinlediate vicinity was unsatisfactory, so inuch so 
that  the watermelon crop was late, blasting the vines in April when they had 1 
t o  plant o\-er--throwing the crop so late that  the market was glutted and they 1 
are  hardly able to pay the freight. The rain during the entire growing sehson 
was light. Showers n7ere not ~ e r y  frequent and i t  was the longest and hottest 
. 
summer I hare  ever witnessed in many gears-about ninety clegrees for about 
seven hours :L day, which, of coul.se, had bad effects on all  such plants and 
nothing seemed to  flourish but cotton. 
Xeale, Robertson cozmty (C. Tes.) . 
Land was in gooa shape, nila a good rich soil with good drainage. Planted 
May 20 and bloomed about August 1: yielded a good crop of medium quality, 
value medium. 
(19 )  L. I?. BROV7N. Xunge, ICarnes coztnty ( S. Tes.) . 
Elack sandy soil, rich but drouthy; previous crop cotton. Planted March 1, 
germinated March 10; first blooms appeared about middle of June;  last blooms 
about middle of Ju ly ;  yield good. Stayed green until the latter par t  of Septem- 
ber; I consider i t  a rery valuable stock feed and stands tlie drouth well. Season, 
as  compared with normal, very \vet until tlie 10th of June;  no rain since except 
a few late showers. I cut i t  green and fed i t  to horses, which seemed to relish 
it verp much. Several heads seemed to blast; tlie birds mere a great pest. 
Yielded well, stands drouth well, good forage plant;  will plant i t  again. 
(20 )  J. M7. TAYLOR. Hunt, H u ~ z ~  county (N. E. Tes.). 
Icaffir corn made a Id of fine quality. L good yie 
LAN. 
wood. p~ 
.:;+I. Ltt 
(4s ) IV. H. LOCK Ban Gabriel, hfilam county (C. Tex I 
Condition of soil, xlverized fine; blaclc loam; drained; yield per 
p r~r ious ly  cropped , Y I L I I  I - V ~ L O ~  for some years, with good yield; a very f t ,  ,,,, 
soil; planted April 8 ; germinated April 15 ; inatured early; yield good; quality 
good; season about normal; rainfall about normal as  to inches throughout the 
season, hut not so well d is t r ibut~d.  1 a111 sure we will be pleased with this forage 
plant. 
I 
( 2 )  J3. E. MORRIS. Snn Av~tonio, Rexar county ( S. Tex.) . 
Soil was fine17 pulverized with good season in  i t ;  black mesquite land (not 1 
waxy) ; well drained ; previous crop was sorghum; well fertilized with vegetable 
matter. Planted March 1, did not mature a seed; rainfall was not sufficient for 4 
sorgh~x~n to mature seed. Raffir corn did not stand tlie dry weather a s  well as 
sorghum. although light and of poor quality. It made very fair fodder; the corn 
made a very fair  stall;-about five feet high-but did not mature seed; there 
seemed to  be an  insect which killed the seed while in the bloom. Cut i t  in July. 
( 79 ) J. J. HAWSRERGER. Pearland, Braxoria county (S. E. Tes.). 
Soil in  good condition; plowed deep and well harrowed; well drained; land 
previously cropped in cotton; soil fertile; black sandy; I used some fertilizers in 
hills ; pIanted March 17 ; germinated March 28 ; matured about August 15 ; yield 
small and not a s  good as  the sorghum or the large African millet. 
(59)  E. R. TAYLOR. Houston, Harris county (S. E. Tex.). 
Good soil, black loam; previoi~sly used as  garden. It was planted five or six 
days ; cut in about eight meelts ; ~ i e l d e d  verp well ; quality good. 
(80)  THEO. BRASSIG. Peters, Austin county (S. E. Tes 
Planted on a good, well fertilized, light sandy land with clay foundal 
planted April 2 ;  germinated April 6. This corn may be all  right if a tilar 
plant as  inuch as  twenty or twenty-five acres, but if you plant much less 
this the birds ~v i l l  get all  of i t  a s  they hare done mine. I (lid not get the seed 
back. It grew rapid with cultivation, but in my opinion i t  is no goocl this far 
I 
south. 
( EEL) ICAFFJR cons: 
\ (81 ) 3f. A. CAULI<T. Sf oran, Slt,ctckelfo~.cl cozrn t y  (N. Tex.) . 
Soil a sandy loan1 with clay subsoil. Land with farorable seasons will make i from thirty to foity hvshels per acre. Soil before planting was finely pulverized and warm-a good deep season and subsoil is dry as deep as a year's drouth could make it. Planted March 7 ;  I can only approximate yield, as I have not threshed the heads, but, considering the season, i t  was satisfactory. Spring sea- 
son late and the summer unusually warm, unfavorable to plant growth except 
top season, not having rain enough a t  any time to wet the ground. Usually we 
hare lleavy rains in May and June, but July  and August are usually dry. Growth 
vas retarded in the spring by a frost chilling the ground about the time of 
germination. 
1 , I ( 2 )  S. T. PRIEST. ,Yon .4r~fonio, Bexar county (S. Tex.) . 
Sandy land ; drainage good; previous crop cotton; land will yield about six 
hundred pounds cotton per acre. Planted JIarch 5 ;  germinated March 9;  first 
1)looms about .June 14; yield and quality gooti; quantity good; second crop 
blighted. 
(30) E. L. SCHUMM. S'cmyle, Bell county (C. Tex.) . 
On a black land broken in the fall a ~ i d  harrowed twice in the spring and 
planted April 1 ;  germinated April 9 ;  cut the heads on August 1; yielded a good 
crop of very gooti and large grains; a few heads did not pet seeded. could not 
find out the trouble; second crop was killed by frost in October. Aim to  plant 
every seed I saved, a s  I consider i t  a fine forage crop. 
I ( (82)  HERBERT TAYLOR. illo?zacillc, 1T~alle.r coulzty (S. E. Tex.) . 
The soil had been well worlted but not fertilized. Tlle ground has a gradual 
I slope from north to south-artificial drainage not necessary. Previous crop cot- ton and made three-quarters of a bale per acre. The soil is a prairie loam soil. Planted 34arch 17; germinated March 26, yielded a, fine large stalk, but no seed; one large rain from time of plai~ting until time of blooming. It turned off too Jrp. Heavy continued rains still kept up which was injurious to i ts growth 
11. FIELD CORN. I t 
!a Mays.: 
I n  selecting from the many rarletles of corn that are now available, 
the grower is often perplexed in  his effort to secure a distinctive variety 
snperior to the sort grown in his community. Many of the reports of the 
success, or failure, of varieties contain little instruction for him because 
his lancl and his rainfall are materially different from that upon which 
the other crop was grown. Through the work herein reported and that 
already printed in the publications of this Station, a systematic clansifi- 
cation of varieties adapted to the various localities and soils of the State 
has been suggested. 
The selection of early maturing .~.arieiies, to avoid the bad efkects of 
the dry weather of June, is now quite familiar to our farmers, but they 
have not yet fully appreciated the necessity of studying the character- 
istics of the varieties offered that adapt them to his uses from the stand- 
point of ( a )  stock feeding; ( b )  a nxeal making corn; and ( c )  the weevil 
proof varieties. 
The "weevil proof" varieties are not corns that are absolutely resistant 
to the attacli of weed ,  but by this expression is meant those varieties 
'j 
that 1l:tve a long shuck that grows early entirely over the end of the ear 
and largely protects the variety against the deposit of the weevil's egg, 
while the corn is in  the field. Throughout a large portion of this and 
adjoining States the corn, or grain, weevil, is an irrlportant factor. In 
many instances the greater part of the crop has been known to have been 
destroyed in the field before being gathered. One of the difficulties in 
, 
assuring ourselves that a certain variety will always protect its grain 
thoroughly from an excessive shuck growth is due to the fact that with , 
changing rainfall conditions the length and arnount of shuck will vary 
so that a variety that will protect itself in  this manner in East Texas ' 
will fail to do so when carried west of that rainfall belt. This is a mat- 
ter upon irhich we have no satisfactory experimental information that 
bears upon all of the comlnon varieties in use in the State, and needs 
further investig a t' lon. 
Many persons assume that the yellow corns are superior to th6 whites 
for stocll feeding purposes because "richer" in  sorne material. Careful 
investigation in this matter has shown that there is no material difference 
in varieties clue to color; therefore, in selecting corns, we should pay 
little attention to the color as indicative of its food value, while, for 
bread making purposes, this mill of course materially influence the selec- 
tion. On the other hand, the flint varieties of corn are often so hard that 
they are not well masticated by work stock and a considerable loss results 
because the whole grains eaten are not digested. 
The ~rarieties of corn are classified by Sturdevant into 
I. The Pod Corns, Zea  tun,cita. 
I T .  The Pop Corns, Zea  eve~ata.  I 
111. The Flint Corns, Zea indurnta. 
FIELD CORN: 
IY. The Dent Corns, Zea  i~ ldeu t c i t a .  
TT. The Soft Corns, Z e a  nnrylacea. 
I .  The Sweet Corns, Z e a  .saccl~~rata.  
This classification is t)asecl on cliflercnces in the shape of grain ancl the 
ear. The "flint" col-ns are colnposecl of thick "corneous" growth, cover- 
ing the crown of grain and the etarch~l portions, while the "dents" pos- 
sess an  excess of the starchy matter and less of the transparent flinty 
covering. 'l'lie shrinkage of the starch portion a t  maturity causes the 
"dents" to wrinlile at the crown of the grain and hence the name assigned 
them. The "sl.loe-peg" and "gourd-seed" f a l l  i n  this group. These sev- 
eral classes of t01.n are found distributed over a ~vicle range of latitucle in  
the A~nericas allnost regardless of the groups into which they have been 
classified. 
LThe number nppearirig before each report refers to the mi 
( a )  -110SBT7S PROLIFIC. 
(107) L. C. MOATS. Hulen, Galvestort county (S .  E. Tex.). 
Soil was i n  good condition; first crop; land had been broken two years before; 
plowed twice; drainage good; fei.tilixed wi th  barnyard manure. Planted March 
19; germinated ll:trch 2!1: matured J u n e  20. One row oiie hundred yards long 
made fifteen pounds of good corn. 
(68)  SARI MOSS. Deoine, illedina co Tex. ) . 
Soil was in good condition ai. planting t ime and very fert i le,  U L C L I L J C L ~ ~  good; 
previous crops were al l  good. Plantecl  march 3;  germinated March S to  10, 
bloomed May 20, corn grown June  21, n ~ a t u r e d  J u l y  10. The yield was good and 
quality best I have ever planted-two good ears t o  each stall;. Season below 
normal, rainfall was short  and below normal. Spl.ing was cold ancl \vet, summer 
liot and dry. Budworms nv>1.c nllmerous and did much dam:tgc L'-'-- 1< I will 
adopt th is  corn for my general planting a s  I think i t  is a hardy 
ing variety. Nosby's Prolific corn  as the  best corn you sent 1111 
2. 1 I l l I l  
and quicl 
(108) A. M. HI1,L. Ilill, Bast?.op cou~zty (C. Tex.). 
Soil -&-as in good condition ; p~.evious crop onions : well manured. \T7as 
March 8, germinated Ma~.ch 17. This corn did well here bu t  ears a r e  sm 
pared t o  our conlnloii field corn. Only a few stalks matured two ears. 
liere some better than  nsnnl-more ra in  during suinmer than  usual. 
(451 W. E. Dl<VlSl<. Lou i~e ,  li'alls c o u ~ ~ t y  ( C. Tes. ) . 
Planted on black \lrasy soil ;  pllgsical characteristics good; previous crop sor- 
ghum ; dr;~inage good ; planted April 18 ; germinated April 28 ; matured about 
June 15; yielded a t  the  ra te  of twenty bnshclls per acre;  valued a t  about forty 
cents per busbel; this  is a good co1.n for th is  countrj .  
(4.)  C. J. TORRO. Lexington, Lee county ( C. Tex. ) . 
The soil was in good condition ; broken broadcast about seven inches deep ; the  
soil is a deep sand with a clay subsoil, well drained; previously cropped with 
inclons; about eight tons per acre of cow lot  manure was used on th is  ground 
last season : planted March 17 ; germinated March 23; was in good roasting ear 
June 28; tlic yield was good, the ears averaged about eight inches long, while 
some were eleven inches long, bu t  they were not  well filled ou t ;  stalks averaged 
about seven and one-half feet high; had only one ear  t o  the  stalk-sometimes two 
vrre founc?, hut  one usually proved to  be a nubbin. I do not know how nluch 
t l ~ e  yield n-ould he;  value about 1il;e corninon corn. 
FIELD CORX: 
( 5 )  0. C. PHILLIPS. 7'errell, Iiauf~?lcriz county ?l (S. 1;. ' 
Soil is mliat is conln~onlg Iino\vn as  rawhide in this locality, nrith s 
I 
lime in it to cause i t  to crack; cropped in cotton ttvo years previouslj-: -. 
the third crop since put in cultivation. Soil is dark, subsoil: sonle of this has 
rnade one-third of a bale of cottoil this season pel. acre, and prornise nluch better 
the corning season; land was broken here in March; llarro~ved twice and laid off 
three and one-half feet with sweep arid planted between sweep furrows; opened 
drill with six-inch shovel and cover~d with harrow. Planted April 8 th;  germi- 
nated JSth to 20th; June 20 v7as in full tassel; July  7 was in full sillc: matured 
August 5 ;  yielded a t  the rate or" thirty bushels pcr acre; quality fair to good; 
value about t~venty-five cents per bushel; the ground ~\,:t.; in a good state of culti- 
vation and moisture was sufficient nlhen planted; cultivation was regular, say 
every ten or twelve days unless rain prevented and as  soon after the rair  - -  "-- 
ground mould admit plowing. Alosby's Prolific grew very high stalk.. a1 
of the stalks put out shoots, but very few matured two ears. i 
( C3 ) EUGENE McD A X E  L. .il!cG'regor, AlcLenna~t C O ~ L I L ~ ~  ( C. I:
Soil was very deep, but had been broken early last  fall, drainage good; pre- 
viously c ropp~d  in cotton. Planted March 0, gerri~inated March l!) ; yielded about 
twenty-five ~ ~ ~ s I I c ~ s  per acre. I arn satisfied that  i t  would have matle a large 
yield if the planting had been made earlier; however, I do not thilzl; it superior 
i o  2 1 1 ~ :  C O I ) L I H O I ~  c i ~ . i e t i ( > s  y t . 0 1 ~ ~ ~  in tlzis seotioii. 
1 5 1 3 L l l t :  
~d nlost 
Cex.) . 
(53)  E 
Mosbg 
the sanic 
:. F. P+4R 
.'s Prolifi~ 
time a s  
RER. Content, Rzcn~zells c o w ~ t ? ~  ( C .  Tcx.). 
r, corn produced very poorly, planted on the saine soil and a t  
okher corn; ,it made nothing but nubbins; had a very tall stalk. 
(7  ) NRS. CATHERINE IIORD. Dallas, Dallas cozlnty (X. E. Tes.).  
Good garden soil, lime rocl;, planted March 25, germinated fifteen days later;  
grew very fine stalks, averaging twelve feet; had long cobs, but only a few of 
1,hem had a dozen grains on the cob. 
(100) F1.C. BUELL. Roanolce, Denton county ( S .  1 
The soil had been winter plowed and was mellow and in  good t i l th ;  i t  i 
land, slol~es to  the east;  previously cropped in cotton; an  extra rich lan 
spring \\.as w r y  dry; planted March 17, germinated March 27 to a very 
stand. The pollen tvas falling the last  days of June. I do not think it  \\rill prove 
a good variety for this section owing to i t s  late maturity, and the ears did not 
fill out well. 
Cex. ) . 
is blaclc 
d. The 
uneven 
( 12) 13. P. BROOK. Bedias, Crirrzes cou~ t t y  ( E. Tex. ) . 
T. am te ry  favorably impressed with the appearance of the few stalks of Mos- 
by's Prolific plaiited on my place; however, there was not enough to determine 
the yield. 
(11 )  .J. E. C O X .  Southerland Springs, TVilson county ( S .  Tex.). 
Blacli sandy soil, broken broadcast ten inches deep; planted in drills four feet 
apar t  and two feet in the drill. Planted March 8, germinated to good stand. 
Matured August 10, yielded about twenty bushels per acre ; season not as good as 
normal: rainfall above ~ ~ o r l n a l ;  high winds almost destroyed corn in the fall- 
about the first of October. 
( 13) T. D. GIESECHE. C!olumbia, Urazoricc county ( S .  E. Tex. ) . 
Mosby's I'rolific was planted on land tha t  has yielded thirty I~ushels of corn 
per acre; black: sandy with slant to land; plowed deep and well drained and is 
extra fertile. Planted April '7, germinated April 15; very good yield. 
( 108) A. P. LONGLEW. Milano, Milam county ( S .  Tes.) . 
Sandy loam soil; had been in cottoil previous year; well fertilized. P1a:lted 
March IG, germinated March 83;  niost of i t  was killed by a cold rain ~ rh i l e  in 
the ground. 
( (110) Dl:. F. 31. CHASDLER. Rodgevs, Bell county (C. Tes.) . 
r, Pre~-ious crop cotton : darli, Little river bottb~il land, sandy soil; planted the 
I corn in Januar?-. hut only :L little of i t  came up:  replanted in March and on the ISth of qame ;tl.ontli planted 180 grains in ninety hills two feet'npart in three and one-half Eoot 1 . 0 ~ 5  and covered grains two or three inches deep with well pnlver- ized di r t :  after this planting t\velve additional stalks caine up and matured ears of ~neclir~ni s i z ~ .  A Ilenvy wincl passed over my place in Jnlv, blowing the corn 
dorvii ancl serc~.al ears were blown off so I only gathered eight ears. Gathered 
corn in Gctober and every ear rr:ns 2ac;'ly damaged by rveer7il. <Qrr;7Zi<r rrzs only 
medium: clunntity mas reduced by storm; value less than IIIY 1-egzlla1. fielcl corn. 
My large lvhite corn tha t  my renters grow on my place is far superior to i t  in 
I quantity and valne and fully as  fine in  quality. 
i 86 ) AI:'THUR W. BEVERL1'. Copperas Cove, COT-yt ( C .  Tes.).  
Soil in good condition previous to planting; good drainaj )usly cropped 
in oats; I~lack waxy soil; planted Febrnnry 5, geriiiinated 15 : matured 
September I. Yield about twenty-five bushels per acre; value .luvLlb twenty cents 
per bushel. 
:El county 
;e; previc 
February 
.rn C.l>r...+ 
(C. Tes. ) 
nor7 in l* 
( ( 4 )  R.P.S+lL3iL4N. Lexington, Lee c o u ~ ~ t ? ~  
Soil in fine shape; red prairie; good drainage; previously ... ,=ish I potatoes. Corn was planted April 1, matured a little later than our native field 
corn; ralue was good, quality and quantity fair. 
I / ( I1  1 ) P. A. ATKISSON. Sodont, Hunt count!/ ((N 
Condition of soil prerions to  planting was very good; loose black land; good 
drainage; previously cropped in cotton; planted March 1, germinated March 5, 
matured first of Augl~st :  bloomed last  of June and first of July;  yield very good. 
Every stalk had two large ears on it. The stalks were large, well rooted. and 
ears were well grained and are  in a close shuck. Yield a t  the rate of forty bushels 
per acre. 1 thiiik this variety of corn is well worth a trial  on any man's farm. 
I toil1 p l a ~ z t  as nl lcch a s  I can ~aezt year. 
z,i~-ie Hill, 
. . 
(C. Tes.) . 
-. . 
( 72) JOHN A. YOUNG. I%.( ce county 
Black g~.avelp soil: ~reviously  cultivated in potatoes; in good condition; well 
drained; corn plantea in rows foi-tr feet apart, two feet in the drill : soil medium: 
anted February 26, yerminated March 11; tasse ured June 1. 
gielded abollt thirty-five l~ushels per acre; qua1 us .  
Mosby's early corn snflered in common with all  ~ n d  
drouth. 
led Marc1 
lity good 
other 17a1 
1 10, n1;Ltl 
; value I 
rieties frc 
line doll: 
)m cold I 
( 11 2 ) TOM .IVILBXXI< S. Jlorales, LViZson county (C. Tes.) . 
Land in good state of cultivation ; sandy lnncl; good drainage; previously crop- 
ped in cotton ; good ferti l i ty;  planted 3larch G ,  germinated March 15 ; matured 
late; yield good: quality goocl-about twenty-five bushels per acre; value of corn 
a t  present thirty tents. 
I 
(113) 1Y.E. TEARY Pal-mcrsrillc )u?zty (N. E. Tex.) . 
Soil rich loan1 : prev yped in punlpl<ins ; March l G ,  germinated 
March 9 5 :  matured RuurlL A ~ u g ~ ~ t  1. 1Sacli stalk uiacle one good ear of heavy 
corn: relay fen- t-lnd more than o i ~ c  ar. 
iolrsiy crc 
1 - - - -  J. A - - -  
, Colbz'n. cc 
: planted 
1 
1 ( 114 ) J. L. DCRHAM. Alvin, Brtrzoriu count?! ( S. E. Tes.) 
in cabba~ 
,-- ..--... - 4 
Good sandy lancl in good state of cultivation; previously cropped :e ; \\?ell clrainetl: fertilized with barnyard manure. Plantecl 3lal.ch 15, gclll l l l l~ted 
April 1. Yield thirty bushels per acre; good qnality. Corr )u t 
forty cents per hushel. Ykis i.s n good corn for this cozrlzt~.y. 
1 here abc 
E. Tes.) ! 79)  JC)EIN DI:UTH. 
Dark ~ a l ~ r l y  laflcl: previo~isly croppecl in swrrt potatoes ; drainage good : planted 
April 1.5. gel.ruinated April 25. Corn mas ripe in -4ugust; I-lowever, all of the corn 
FIELD CORN: 
did not mature on account of the wet ~veather, and tha t  wliich did mature, 
matured cjne ear to  each stalk-from ten to twelve inches long. I believe this 
corn is a good producer for this climate and soil. I have thirty ears saved that  
have no n-eevils or fungus on it and I  ill plant this next year. 1 would recom- 
vnencl this cor*t and believe tha t  i t  TX-ill make a success in this par t  of the country. 
( 35) J. L. PITTS. I-'asadena, Harris county (S. E. Tex.) . 
Soil mas in fair  contlition drainage good; previously cropped in sorgliuni. 
This land would make about one bale of cotton per acre under favorable cir- 
ciimstances. Planted Illarch 18, germinated March 26, matured August 6. Yield 
very light; quality poor; tlie worms daiil~ged the ears badly; poor stand. i 
(18) C. B. McGREGOR. 4lillican, Braxos county (C. Tex.). 
Land well brolten five inches deep in January. In  January laid off in six foot 
rows and bedded them with disc, leaving each bed in good condition. Good black 
land of second year's worlting; well drained; planted March 21, germinated to a 
good stand in ten days; matured late;  very good yielder; every stallc eighteeii 
inches in dril l ;  had a good ear, averaging five inches in length; some few had 
considerable nnbbins. 
( 114 ) E. L. HUTCHINS. Alein, Braxoria county ( S. E. Tex.) . 
Soil was bTaclc sandy ; fertilitj- medium and in good condition. Planted March 
14, germinated I'larch 20. The yield was very good-about twenty-five bushels 
per acre; quality first class. 
(20) J. W. TAYLOR. Hunt, Hunt  coun.ty (N. E. Tex.). 
All varieties of corn planted on same plot of ground; quality good, but small 
yield a s  only a few of the seed came up. 
t 48 ) W. H. LOC'IiLAx. Xan Gnhrael, dli1a.m county (C. Tex.) . , 
Land n ~ e l l o ~ v  and in good condition ; black loam soil; well drained: previous 
crop cotton; planted March 10, gerlninated Mzrch 17 and m a t u r ~ d  the last  of 
July. Yield was good, but cannot estimate the quantity per acre: quality good. 
I am well pleased with this corn. It matures well, yields well and is a fine corn 
for this climate and in this soil. 
(82)  HERBERT TATLOR. illoiza17iZle, TYaller county (S. E. Tes.) . 
Land well worlzed and in good condition; just before pIanting well broke and 
fertilized. Planted March 11, germinated March 18, tasseled May 18, silked May 
04, matured June 15. Nade very good yield. 
( 7 0 )  J. J.  JAMES. A Zvarado, Johnson county (N. Tes.) . 
Good black land; soil well prepared, and in fairly good condition; previously 
cropped in  cabbage. Planted April 9, gerlilinated April 1 7 ;  shuck mas dry June 
2s :  tasseling and sillcing June 1. Yield a t  the rate of forty-eight bushels per 
acre; quality good; eighty piclzed ears made a bushel. The anlount of seed was 
so small tha t  Illany of the stalks were a blank, otherwise the yield would have 
been better-perhaps twenty per cent. better. Mosby's Prolific corn is a good 
corn, making a larger ear and has a longer grain than the Iowa Silver Mine. It 
is also a softer corn than the lowa Silver Mine, therefore, preferable as a stock 
feed. 
(80)  THEO. BRL46IG. Peters, A zlstin counfy ( S. E. Tex.) . 
Planted March 7 on good land, ~vhich had heen in cotton during previous yeas : 
hrolten broadcast, then listed ; germinated March 23 ; matured ahout July 30 ; 
yield sixty bushels per acre. Tliis cor11 is inuch better than Adams' Early cor11. 
The ears were well dewlopet1 and also 11-e11 closed, which gave the birds and 
insects no chance to ruin sxme. 
(131 ) M. A. C L ~ U L F , ~ .  _Ilol-nla. Skackelfo~d county (N. Tex.) . 
Soil a light sandy loaiil ten or fifteen inches deep, with red clay subsoil; pul- 
' IELD CORN: 
erized and loose; subsoil had been dry several nionths. Planted March 7, ger- 
h a t e d  March 17. I t  did not reach maturity as  a very severe drouth prevailed 
uuring its growt,h. I think this crop will do well here in ordinary seasons. I i gave i t  careful cultivation as  an  nnfavorable season would permit-plowing i t  
and keeping down the grass and weeds-but we had no rains during the season 
[ and the farmers were unfortunate. (109) H. C. DIXON. Roanoke, Deltton county (N. Tex.) . 
\ Condition of land was not good as  the land was not broken until early spring; 
reasonably fertile; a close co~npact nlixture of sand, etc.; well drained; previ- ( ously cropped in cotton. Planted March 18, germinated March 2 7 ;  bloomed, 
matured and gathered exactly with our native corn. Has a long ear, but the corn 
( was shriveled and shrunken on the cob. 
1 (21) 0. W. 1,. SPFLARS. Alto, Chero1,:ee county ( E. Tex. ) . 
I Land in good state of cultivation; last  year cropped in water~nelons; character of soil gray sand; well drained; planted March 20, germinated March 31. Matured some earlier than our native varieties ; quality good. The ears filled out to the ends and some of the stalks had two ears. You can recommend this corn to farmers qs being one of the very best to plant for general purpose corn, i t  being 
I a, pure wliite and making an es t ra  fine bread. 
I 
I 
(22) JOHY 117. KIRBY. ButtlicltE, Jeffersolt county ( S. E. Teu.) . 
Corn planted May 1, gerrninatecl May 6, matured about August 1; yield one to  
two good ears to cacl-1 stalk ; quality good. I tlvinlc this is a good variety of corn 
for t l ~ i s  loctrlil?j. 
1' (51) P. ILT. JOIINSON. Ricl~land Springs, Ban Snba cou~tty (C. Tex.) Ground dry, no rain since February 9 ;  fertile black sandy soil; mell drained; planted Narch 18, germinated March 29. Averaged one small ear to each stalk. )Then-I came to  gather i t  I found nothing but cobs left. I (59 )  E. R. TAYLOR. Houston, l-iarris coz~nty ( Soil in fine condition previous to planting;. previously used Planted first of April, germinated to a good stand; yielded mell ; and fine season. .) - lot. ears I (10) J. E. CHAMBERS. iliay, Bro ~ u n  county (C. Tex Soil on which I planted corn was sanclp with clay subsoil; had no cror 
~)revious year.; b1.01ien in Febrnary and was in fair condition. There has I leve l  
been any fertilizer put on the land ~ i n c e  it was cleared; drainage perfect; planted 
1 March 13, gernlinatrd 3Iarcl1 20: first blooms on June 15; fully matured by 
I -lugust; had a frost ?tlal.ch 22 and 23 which injured the corn badly, but i t  lived and did well; i t  made a good size stalk and one good ear to  a stalk, and if there had been a good stand would have made thirty-fire or fortv bushels ner acre; the quality was good. 
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(!IT) C!. TV. VAN NESS. Jines, Ockil tree ( . ) .  
Soil in poor condition, having run idle for several yea. dry; 
the land is dark sandy soil; well drained with sufficient MLULSLULC, Y C L J  tile; 
planted April 17, germinated J f ~ y  2. First  blooms Ju ly  16. Hot winds during 
latter part  of July  ~vhich fired the corn. I did not get but very little from the 
plxntir~g ; yield abo~l t  hree bushels ; of a poor quality ; no material value. I sent 
OR and bought some seed of the variety called Prehistoric, ~vhich proved a valu- 
aide variety for this country, standing the drouth and hot winds very well. 
((;!I) CHARLES HODGE. 37elso~zville, Austir~ county ( S. E. Tex.) . 
Soil in good condition when planted : prairie land, light sancly soil ; previously 
cropped in sorghunl; land not very fertile. Planted March 9, germinated March 
30: matured about the latter par t  of Ju ly ;  ears not very large. I have made a 
half-bushel from the seed you sent; qualit? very good. I believe i t  mill require 
better land. 
1 IM;LI) CORK: 
hIS' EARLY CORN. 
~ n t y  (S.  '. 
. * .  . 
S. Uccine, 111 cdinu coz rex. ) . ' 
'I'he soil was in very good conditloii, loose and imoist and well arainea;  sand^ 
hillside and very festile; the previous crop being very good. Planted March 3, 
gern~inated March S, bloomed April 13 and roasting ears May 31. The yield was 
very good and quality extra fine, about one good ear and one si~iall one to each ; 
stall;; very valuable corn for the early market a s  i t  is so early. The spring dur- 
ing March and April was rery cold and dry;  the rainfall v7as below norlnal. Bucl 
\vornis were very numerous in the corn, but did not injure i t  I - jrn mas 
clear of smut and rust. Adains' Early corn is a very fie corn for ~ n d  this 
season i t  was especially so. 
( o  i ) D. J .  THOMAS. Gliddeqz, C'olo~.ntlo county (S. E. Tex.) . 
I gave the coril t.\vo plowings previous to planting; the rows run north and 
 sou,,^ with a gradual drainage to the south. Previous crop cabbage. Planted 
March 1, germinated March S. I hacl roasting ear.,$ X a y  17.  Tield was good, 
being an earlier variety than rnost we have here. As I wrote yon a t  the time, the 
patliage came to me in bad conclition with bnt few seecls in any of them, but I 
prefer this variety to any other varieties you sent 1::e. 
( 45 )  IT-. C. DAVIS. Louise, Falls county (C. 'i 
Soil previous to  planting was rery  wet; black waxy; good drainage; and pre- 
viol-s ci.op sorghum. Planted April 18, ge~miiiated April 28. Yield about twenty- 
five bushels per acre. Good quality, ls7orth about forty cents per bushel. This is 
n good corn for this, par t  of the country. 
( 4  ) C. J. TOIXRO. Lcxingtu~z, Lee county (C. Tex.) . 
The soil was in fine condition, had been broken broadcast about seven inches 
deep. The land had been well manured last  spring a year ago with cow lot 1 
manure a t  the rate of eight tons per acre. Previous crop waternlelons. The land ' 
is  R deep loose sand ~vitl i  red clay subsoil. Planted 3lal.ch 17, germinated March 
22. TIIP corn was in roasting ear by June 1. Tield was 17rry light; longest ear 
was abont five inches. The stalks were about four feet high and most of the ears 
came out a t  the end of the shuck.. I do not think i t  is of any value here. 
( 5 )  0. C. PHILLIPS. Yen-ell, Jia~if,t1t(1,?~ county (N. E. Tex.) . t 
Adams' Early corn pIanted April S, germinated to p o d  stand April 18, May 24 
was in tassel, June  10 silked out, ;Tune 20 in roastitq ear, July  7 the corn was I 
hardening; yield one t o  two cars to stalk: quality fair to good. i 
( 11 ) J. R. COX. Xozii 1zet.land Springs, Il~ilsote county ( S. Tex.) . 
Black sand? soil brolie \\.it11 S-inch turnin$ plow ten inches cleep. Planted in ' 
rows four feet apart ,  two feet apart  in the row. Planted March 8, germinated 
March 18, first blooming May 1, ]natured June 13 : yield about fifteen bushels pel- 
Rrrp. Adarns' Early corn is x good variety for this localitv as i t  makes before 
t h  of sunlnier sets in. 
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rolling land : !I-z~cie sixty busliels oats last yea].. I'ianted l\ini.cll 28, germinated 
to  good stand : - i e l d  xood. Am n-ell plcaseci wit11 this as an  early table variety. 
(106)  F. B. KIlI12LE. Gliilton. 1,'czllc c o u n  t ! j  (C.  Teu.) . 
\%'ai.~n a n d  da n~!r, \r-l?en plant in? : Ii,ght <and, c l q  ~llb-oil. P r ~ i . i o u s  crop cot- 
ion; Ecr.tility al~oke t h e  ilvel'nge; planted Fel~ruas.,. 21, perlninatrd l larch 10 to 
f FIELD CORN: 
! 15. This is earlier than other Xorthern grown varieties. The yield mas very 
1 poor, almost a failure; quality poor; y-ould have to be a t  least fifty per cent. better to be of any value. This ]nay be a good early variety to grow for table 
( use, but I do not think i t  ~vould pay to plant i t  extensively as  a field corn. 
( 112) THOMAS M71LBL4NIiS. iTIorales, Jaclcson county ( S. Tes. ) . 
Tlie soil a good light sandy loarn in a good state of cultivation; good previous 
crop-cotton. Planted April 6, germinated April 15 ; matured and n7as dry by the 
first of Jlme. Yield was good and of not much value. It made a very fair  ear 
to each stalk, hence I say a good yield. 
! (36) A. J. SCHUTJZ. Iozoa Park, 'CVici~ita county (N. Tes. ) . 
Soil very niellow a t  time of planting; sandy soil, chocolate loam with a hard 
pan subsoil. Planted March 4, germinated March 17, matured Ju ly ;  yield very 
poor as our soil is not fit for corn on account of lack of rain. The season was 
generally very dry. Heavy frost March 22 and 23, thermometer going down ten 
degrees below freezing point. Tlie corn was badly damaged by worms. 
(107) 13. C. SElGIER. Border, CoZorado county ( S. E. Tex. ) . 
Soil light sandy loam in  good condition and moderate fertility; broken broad- 
cast and bedded into four foot beds; ro\vs opened with a shovel and covered with 
turning shovel and harrowed after\vards; plowed three times, first with small 
shovel, afterwards with 18-inch sweep; hoed twice. Planted April 4, germinated 
April 14, matured about June 20. Adams' Early corn yielded a t  the rate of fifteen 
bushels per acre; value about fifty cents per bushel. 
(48) IT. H. LOCKIJAK. Sun Gab?-ael, illilanr county ( C. Tex. ) . 
Land in good condition, mellow and well pulverized; black loam; very fertile ; 
previously cropped in cotton. Planted March 10, germinated March 17, matured 
to~vard tlie last of June. Quality not good; quantity small; value small. I ,do 
not think this corn will do anything on this soil. . 
(40)  J. IV. TA\-LOR. Ilunt, Hunt county (N. E. Tex.). 
Quality of this corn good, but came up to  a very poor stand. 
- 
( 114) H. IC. LARIPTON. Couch, Karnes county ( S. Tex. ) . 
On account of hard rain and wind while the tassel mas in bloom, this corn 11-as 
a total failure. Do not like tlie corn. 
1 (18)  C. B. McGREGOlI. dlillicnn, B~.aeos county ( C. Tex. ) . 
Light sandy soil; previously used as  a garden; well broken six inches deep in 
January and bedded with long bull tongue in February. Rows thirty inches apart, 
tv-enty inches in drill. l'lanted March 1. and gerlninated to a good stand in seven 
lays; first roasting ears >Jay 20, running from five to nine inches in length and 
ivell matured; made a large yield, and a fine corn for early garden. 
I 
(109) H. C. DAVIS. lioanoke, Denton cou~zty (N. Tex.) . 
Soil was very fertile; had been fertilized with stable manure during the pre- 
vious winter; black sand, clay subsoil; melons had been planted on same during 
previous year; planted April 22, germinated April 28, inatured Ju ly  3; yield, 
quality and quantity good. 
(21) G. W. I;. SPEARS. SZto, C'herokce county (E. Tex.) . 
Rich gray sandy land, third year's crop. Last year in Irish potatoes. Planted 
?n nl'arcll 20, germinated on March 30, bloomed fifty days after germination. It 
natured the earliest of any field rariety tha t  I have ever planted; corn very 
;mall, but well filled; value and quality good; tlie season was very unfavorable 
'or garden corn. This variety is not 1-aluable in this section except a s  an  early 
.oaqting ear or for market gardening. but is entirely too small for general pur- 
joses. 
FIELD CORN: 1 
(80) THEO. BRASIG. Peters, A u s t i n  county ( S. E. Tex.) . 
Condition of land was good; had been well broken and listed into rows four 
feet apar t  and planted about twelve inches in  the row. Prvious crops Irish 
potatoes and beets. Planted March 15, germinated March 22, matured about the 
.20 of Ju ly ;  yield average about fifty bushels per acre. We consider this extra 
good in this section. The seasoil was above normal. The only objection to this 
corn tha t  I have is tha t  the ears grew out of the shuck, which gave the birds an 
opportunity to  damage them. I am now trying to keep the weevils out and will 
plant some nest  year, as  I bclieve tha t  i t  is t h e  best corn tha t  I have had for G 
lo~zg tinzc. 
(115) D. E. ROBERTSON. ~Yrnithcille, Bastrop county ( C. Tes. ) . 
Planted on a good loose scil March 12 and germinated to  a good stand. Had 
corn for table use the 29 of 
12. CHUFAS. 
us.) 
This plant resembles cocoa and nut  grass more than it does any recog- 
nized crops. The sweet nuts that are formed at  the base of the roots are 
much appreciated by hogs and are fattening i n  their tendency. On 
account of the fact that they are rarely dug in large quantities, it is diffi- 
cult to indicate the yield of nuts per acre. 
This crop, together with the peanut, is one of the most reliable that 
can be grown for hogs where a root crop is wanted. The Chufas mature 
during August or September and are usually recommended for cultiva- 
tion on loan1 soils. 
(40) J. H. RURRETT. Curtis, Eastland county (N. Tex.) . 
Chufas were planted March 17 in saine soil as  alfalfa and germinated to  a poor 
stand. Yield estimated a t  about one hundred bnsheis per acre. They grew t o  a 
height of fifteen inches, spreads rapidly, and I will save several of the nuts  t o  
plant nest year. The grass or tops make excellent grazing for stock. 
(46)  J. N. MILXKR. cJade, N a v a ~ r o  county (N. E. Tes.). 
I desire to say tha t  Chufas are splendid for this country and great abundance 
of vines. I gathered more than one peck from eight hills when planted in  hills, 
after my chicltens and rabbits had eaten a great many before I knew of their 
theft. I am strictly for Chufas and I will plant all  the seed I have another year 
for my hogs. 
(5.7) F. W. BETTS. Marietta, Cass county (N. E. Tex.) . 
Soil in ~ v l ~ i c h  Chufas were planted had been used some twenty-five years as  a 
garden; mocleratelp rich, rather loose wet sandy soil; hill land and dry; was weil 
and deeply plowed and pulverized; usually productive. Planted April 12, germi- 
nated April 26 and harvested August 15, the tops being dead. Some bunches pro- 
duced one-half gallon; quality very good; very large and plump. Season to  plant 
in to June 1 was very dry, though from tha t  time on the rainfall was above nor- 
mal. Wood lice destroyed some bunches, eating the Chufas. The cause was 
perhaps due to such early maturity by being cron-ded and somewhat smothered 
by tomatoes. 
(31 ) TV. J. RODGERS. Rozuers, Polk county (E. Tex.) . 
Chufas were planted in rich sandy. pine land. Planted April 15, germinated 
April 23, and continued to  grow and mature until  killed by frost. Yield mas 
about one pint per hill; cannot say about value. Hogs have been running on 
them for two weeks, but have not noticed them as  yet. 
(54)  H. M. VIMON. Kosse, Limesto I (C. Tex.). 
Chufas were planted on a sandy loan1 soil; seconds yea r land. Land 
is fairly good and drained very well. Planted about M a j  lv, gcllninated about 
s to the quality and value, but is of best quantity. 
9 favor the growth of Chufas splendil 
not say a 
v seems tc 
the very 1 
dly. 
CHUFAS: 
FIG. 9. SEED, HEAD A N D  ROOT OF CHUFA. 
(55) J. H. STOXE. Deberry, Panola county (3. E. Tes.). 
Condition of soil was good, and on sandy soil with clay subsoil; well drained 1 
and had been grown in peanuts during previous pear; planted April 4, germinated 
April 14; failed t o  mature, but matured about October 1. The yield was excel- 
lent, of good quality and large quantity. Do not know their value, but  I prize 
them very highly. The season was splendid with escess of rainfall, I am well + 
pleased with then1 and have saved almut one peck of seed to plant nest year. 
(25) L. C. TVORLICK. Childl-ess, Cvhildress county (N. TY. Tex.) . 
Chufas mere planted on new gronnd April 1 and about two ~veeks later they 
germinated; they grew off nicely; yield poor on account of dry weather. 
( 56 ) E. T. HUNTLEY. T7ernon, 'Il'ilburyer county (N. Tex.) . 
Soil in first class condition; physical characteristics very poor. Planted April 
15, germinated about April 25, inatured about the 20 of September; no blooms; 
yield about one pint of good Chufas. Sothing interfered wit11 the growth of 
chufas except moles and ra ts  con~monly called kangaroos in this country. I do 
not think i t  \+-ill pay to grow Chufas in this country on account of the rats and 
moles and also on account of so little rain during the sliinnler. 
( 57) JOB DXVTS. Balli?~ger, Rurnnells county (C. Tex.) . 
Condition of soil previous to  planting was good; sandy soil, from six to eigll- I 
teen inches, clay foundation; natural clrainagc good. Had not been previously 
cultivated; fertility good a s  shown bp vines Frown, but nothing else. Planted 
April 19, germinated to a. goocl stand; apparently good pield, but when died noth- 1 
ing but the shell was left. I think ior this part  of the country Chufas would be 
- of l?ttle value, even if they should nlake a p o d  pield, as the ground is, as  a rule, 
too hard for the hogs to root. I 
FORAGE CROPS. 95 
CE-I UFAS: 
( 4 )  ROBERT E. WOOD. Lexington., Lee coulrt!l ( C. Tcx.) . 
Chufas planted Narch 15, germinated March 26; very poor yield, hut  of good 
quality. 
( 5 3 )  G. IV. M7,4GNOS. ilIt. E~ztcrprise, Rzrsl; county (S. E. Tes.). 
Chufns planted March 16, germinated Jiarch 20; made good yield. 
(59)  E. R. 'I'AY1,OR. IIozcstolz. Harris cozinfy (S. E. Tes.) . 
Chufas plantecl on new land, black loam, broken in winter; was put  in good 
condition; planted during May, germinated eight t o  ten days after planting. I 
would think they \ ~ o u l d  be good hog feed. The party who planted same for me 
kept no record, The plant ~.eseliibles yery much cocoa gl.:~ss. 
( ? )  J,. F. BRO\\-S. Itulzye, 1ia1-nes colo~ty ( S. Tex.) . 
Chufns planted AIarch 10 and germinated March 20. There mas an?. amount of 
young tubers bp July 1, but none seemed to mature. 
( G O )  R. J1. LI3SESXE. Henrietta, ~llodison cozcnt!! (S. E. Ter.) . 
Planted on new land \vhich had been cleared of ti~nber-heavy postoak and 
small undcrg~+owth of oak. Fi rs t  planted in corn and two years in vegetables. 
Chufas planted L1~3ril 11, 2erminated April 20; matured about ~ u g u s t  so; yield 
one-half or three-fourths pouncl per hill, or abont six gallolls to  eighty-two hills. 
Quantity abont one-third what the tubers will yield on warm natured sandy land. 
\-aluable for ponltry and ltogs, no salable value except a s  seed. The season was 
too wet, then too dl.:-, causing sudden check to  plant growth producing inferior 
tubers. Rainfall was escessil-e. The plant is not 1-ery sensitive to  a varying tem- 
perature. Chufn nuts \\-ere injured in March by some insect feecling on the nuts, 
tlcstroying the kernel and leaving the empty shell. I planted eighty-two hills of 
C'hufas and about th1-ee nuts to  the hill, growing three pints off the seed. -1 great 
many of then1 clid not germinate. I transplanted, but failed to get a stand, still 
I regard C'hufas a s  :I yery fine food for hogs and profitable on land suited to it. 
1.planted i t  about eighteen years ago on a recl sandy upland and had an abunrlant 
yield, averaging nearly two pints per hill. They are fine for poultry. I think 
they mill seed t h e m w l ~ e s  if the ]logs and poultry will permit, and they are  easily 
exterminated. 
(1 3 )  D. A. KNOX. C'olt~,ntbia, Brn-oria cozc~zty (S. E. Tes.) .  
Soil well pulverized, not well drained ; cultivated in cotton the pear before; 
medium fertility. Planted May 1, germinntecl N a y  15. Yield very s~na l l  : dl, not 
think the crop worth anything in this section. 
count of i t s  large size and great variety of soil and climatic con( 
Incluuecl tvitliin i ts boundaries, Texas presents a variety of forage problems, suxle 
of which are  exceedingly complicated. The stoclc industry is bv far the most 
important one in the State ancl is carried on in all the ditierent wrays, from the 
open ranging of large herds in the western par t  of the State, the large areas of 
fenced lands in the rniddle and northern parts to  the more intensive inethods of 
the closely settled sections in the southern ancl western parts. I n  this State are 
to be met the problen~s of range improvement: clrouth resistant forage crops, 
annuals for rotation ~~ ' i t21 the cotton crop, winter annuals for winter and spring 
pasturage, fornixtion, cure ancl management of permanent ~neadows and pastures, 
and crops suitecl to alkali soils, ancl for the orerfio~ved lands of the coast and 
river bottoms. 
"St the Experiment Station the \-due of alfalfa and the sorj s been 
\\-ell demonstratecl. ,In excellent plan of co-operation between )n and 
the farmers of the State has been clerised and put  into successfu n, and 
n considerable art~ount of preliminary work has been done in the lent of 
the native pastures by the use of Bermuda grass, burr clover and G ~ L L , L  oduced 
varieties. After a long conference with the director and arpiculturist of the sta- 
tion, there sec~ns to be four lines of investigation a l o n ~  \vliicli co-operative work 
might be arrangccl, ancl they are  here given in what seems to be, under the pres- 
ent conditions, their relatire importance. 
"The first question is tha t  of improvement of meado~vs and pastures, particu- 
larly in the iniddle and southern portions of the State, including annual and 
winter-gro~ving varieties of grasses and forage plants, as  well as  the more perma- 
nent perennials. The diversity of soil ancl clir11:ttic conditions included make it 
necessary to  consider this question from a number of different directions, although 
the general problem map be the same. I n  part, this work has to do with the 
actual formation of meaclo~~s and pastures, and in part  with the changing of the 
natural fields to better and more productire ones through the addition of improved 
and more hardy varieties. The second question has to clo with the clrouth resist- 
a n t  grass and forage crops, and is essentially the same here as  in the other South: 
western States; so likewise the third problem-that of range improvemen 
also the fourtl-:-alkali resistant crops. 
"After goino over the whole matter \\-it11 Director Connell, and conferrin 
with our spec?al agent a t  Abilene, and many stock raisers and iarmers in 
ent sections of the State, I am confident that  the ~tiost important probler 
one in which most good can be accomplished by co-operative investigation, is that 
of the improvement of rneado~~~s  and pastures. JIoreover, the conditions are espe- 
t, and 
~g also 
differ- 
n, and 
OTHER FORAGE CROP WORK. 
I n  addition to the resnl ts herein published we have in hand much valu- 
able data bearing upon the crops grown in many sections of Texas under 
our supervision for some five pears past. These results we have not yet 
been able to prepare for print, but a report containing this matter will 
be publislied in the near future. 
Xesides the purely mrietal work, the station has under way at sev- 
eral points fertilizer experiments mith cotton, corn ancl tobacco, and has 
also made arrangements v-ith a large rice growing concern for the testing 
of imported varieties of rite. Fertilizer work will aIso be instituted wit11 
this crop. 
The station has recently entered into an agreement with the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture at  Wasl~ington, 19. C., to investigate grass and forage 
plants on a larger scale. Circular KO. S from the ofice of Secretary Wil- 
son. comments on ihis TI-ork as follows : 
"TEIE NATIONAL DEPARTMEST'S OPISIOR. 
y h ~ m s  ha 
the static 
I operatio 
improvelr 
>thov ;ntrs 


